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Rotorcraft flight control systems present design challenges which often exceed
those associated with f'uced-wing aircraft. First, large variations in the response
characteristics of the rotorcraft result from the wide range of airspeeds of typical
operation (hover to over 100 kts). Second, the assumption of vehicle rigidity often
employed in the design of fixed-wing flight control systems is rarely justified in
rotorcraft where rotor degrees of freedom can have a significant impact on the system
performance and stability. This research was intended to develop a methodology for the
design of robust rotorcraft flight control systems.
was chosen as the basis for the investigation.
Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT)
Quantitative Feedback Theory is a
technique which accounts for variability in the dynamic response of the controlled
element in the design robust control systems. It was developed to address a Multiple-
Input-Single-Output (MISO) design problem, and utilizes two degrees of freedom to
satisfy the design criteria. Two techniques were examined for extending the QFT MISO
technique to the design of a Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) flight control system
(FCS) for a UH-60 Black Hawk Helicopter. In the first, a set of MISO systems,
mathematically equivalent to the MIMO system, was determined. QFT was applied to
each member of the set simultaneously. In the second, the same set of equivalent MISO
systems were analyzed sequentially, with closed loop response information from each
loop utilized in subsequent MISO designs. The results of each technique were compared,
and the advantages of the second, termed Sequential Loop Closure, were clearly evident.
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Rotorcraft flight control systems present design challenges which often exceed
those associated with fixed-wing aircraft. First, large variations in the response
characteristics of the rotorcraft result from the wide range of airspeeds of typical
operation (hover to over 100 kts). Second, the assumption of vehicle rigidity often
employed in the design of fixed-wing flight control systems is rarely justified in
rotorcraft where rotor degrees of freedom can have a significant impact of the system
performance and stability.
The issue of rotor dynamics is magnified when one realizes that the performance
requirements of modem rotorcraft necessitate high response-bandwidth, full-authority
flight control systems (FCS). Here, high response-bandwidth refers to the ability of the
FCS to produce a desired pilot-input/vehicle-output response type (e.g., attitude
command/attitude hold) over a broad frequency range. While seeking to maximize
response feedback bandwidth, the designer is also interested in minimizing feedback
bandwidth. As shown in Fig. 1.1, response bandwidth refers to that associated with Y/Yc,
while feedback bandwidth is that associated with y/yr. In addition to the limitations
imposed by rotor degrees of freedom, the rotorcraft flight control system designer must
also consider the effects of sensor and actuator dynamics, digital control law
implementation, and non-linear aerodynamic effects [1,2].
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Figure 1.1 SISO QFT Control System Design Problem
The research proposed herein will attempt to meet these challenges by applying
Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT) to the design of a rotorcraft flight control system.
QFT is a technique for designing robust control systems [3,4,5]. It is a frequency
domain design technique in which uncertainty in the dynamic characteristics of the
controlled element is represented as either variations in the coefficients of the control
input to response transfer functions or as variations in the magnitude and phase of the
frequency response of the transfer functions with frequency. Tracking or command-
following performance bounds are also considered, defined as acceptable upper and lower
limits of the magnitude of the closed loop system frequency response.
Consider the Single-Input/Single-Output (SISO) control system design depicted
in Fig. 1.1, where P E P, and P is the set of all possible variations in the controlled
element, y is the output, Yc is the command, and F and G are the two degrees of freedom
(DOF) utilized in the QFT design process. First, the controller G is defined such that
the variation in the closed loop frequency response due to the uncertainty in the dynamic
characteristics of the controlled element are within the variations defined across
3frequency by the bounds just described. Next, the precompensator F is defined such that
the closed-loop frequency response, y/yc(j_0), actually lies within the bounds just
described given the uncertainty in the controlled element.
Disturbance rejection may also be considered, as shown in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3. In
either of these cases, the only difference in the design procedure is that the controller G
1
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Figure 1.3 MISO QFT Control Problem w/Disturbance Injected
After Controlled Element
must be selected to satisfy both the disturbance rejection and tracking performance
specifications for every P E P. This is referred to as a Multi-Input/Single-Output
(MISO) system in the literature.
4Pilots control rotorcraft through three cockpit controllers, one of which combines
two axes of control authority. A rotorcraft flight control system must, therefore, be a
multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) control system, as opposed to the MISO control
systems described above. The "collective" controller, changes the magnitude of the rotor
thrust by "collectively" changing the pitch of the main rotor blades. Positive deflection
of this controller, denoted 6c, increases the magnitude of the thrust vector by
"collectively" changing the pitch of the rotor blades. The pedals effect the yawing
moment on the rotorcraft by a similar change in the tail-rotor collective pitch. Right
pedal increases yaw rate, positive toward the right. This control input is denoted 6p.
The cyclic controller, generally a center stick, is a two axis controller used to control the
longitudinal and lateral axes. Rearward or rightward deflection of the cyclic, inputs
denoted dib and t5a, respectively, induce pitching or rolling moments on the airframe by
"cyclically" changing the pitch of the main rotor blades. With a full-authority FCS, a
break is made in the physical connection between the cockpit controllers and the main
and tail rotor systems. The cockpit control inputs are fed to a flight control computer
to determine appropriate inputs to the main and tail rotor systems.
Extension of the QFT design technique to MIMO control system design problems
has been shown to be equivalent to the simultaneous application of the QFT design
technique to a number of MISO design problems [6,7,8]. It is this application of the
QFT design technique which is necessary in order to design a full authority FCS for a
5rotorcraft, where four (4) control inputs exist. In this case, the QFT design technique
will have to be applied simultaneously to sixteen (16) MISO systems.
6CHAPTER2
BACKGROUND
Reference [1] provides an overview of the state of the art of high bandwidth
rotorcraft flight control system design. Problems associated with high bandwidth FCS's,
such as biodynamic interactions, rotor lead-lag dynamics, and the phase lags introduced
by the rotor flapping response are discussed in some detail. The overall control system
bandwidth is shown to be limited by the high frequency dynamics of the rotor, actuators,
and sensors. These high frequency characteristics must obviously be taken into account
in the design of high bandwidth flight control systems. As an example, the full-authority
digital flight control system design for the Advanced Digital Optical/Control System
program (ADOCS) was dominated by these high frequency dynamics [9].
Model-following flight control systems have been shown to be desirable because
they reduce the problems of high gain feedback by employing feed-forward control [10].
A simple SISO example of a model-following system is presented in Fig.4, where P' is
a model of the plant, P, and H is designed to obtain the desired closed loop dynamics.
It is possible to approximate the high frequency dynamic effects of rotor, hydraulic, and
sensor systems by adding time delays to a six (6) degree of freedom mathematical model,
i.e., one assuming a rigid vehicle. To create a model-following FCS, however, the
mathematical model must be inverted, and these time delays become non-causal time
7advances. This non-causal information is obviously unavailable in real-time, and so the
time delays are ignored for the inversion process. For low bandwidth operation of the
model-following FCS, this is acceptable, but if the bandwidth of the ignored dynamics
approaches the bandwidth of the required operation, large errors axe inevitable. Indeed,
it has been shown that an autopilot devised for a flight control system designed without
regard to the rotor degrees of freedom can produce an unstable closed-loop response
[ 11]. Thus, accurate mathematical models of the rotorcraft are required in the design of








Figure 1.4 SISO Model Following Control Problem
The modeling problem may be reduced in its severity by including additional
degrees of freedom in the original mathematical model. This obviates the inclusion of
effective time delays, resulting in a more accurate inverted mathematical model-following
implementation [15]. The problem of this approach, however, is in the identification of
the higher order system dynamics.
A means of obviating the explicit inclusion of high frequency system dynamics
in the generation of high response-bandwidth flight control systems is to design a FCS
robust enough to accommodate the exclusion of high frequency effects, themselves. In
8this case, the high frequency dynamics are treated as uncertainties in the low order
rotorcraft model and the control system is designed to perform within specifications as
long as the effect of the high frequency dynamics on the overall rotorcraft dynamics is
within specified limits. One method of robust controller design is known as the H ®
optimal design method [12,13]. H ® is a frequency domain technique amenable to
integration with handling qualities specifications based on frequency domain criteria.
The W" norm of a given transfer function, intrinsic to this technique, is defined as the
maximum of its largest singular value over all frequencies. The norm naturally
characterizes the uncertainty in the system because the singular values provide
information in terms of guaranteed bounds on performance. The H ® norm is used to
place an upper bound on the closed-loop transfer function which can be minimized to
create the optimal design.
Lower normed FCS designs are also possible. For example, an H 2 design was
discussed in Ref.[14]. There, the control system was designed using a complete
non-linear helicopter model linearized about a design point. When the FCS resulting
from this exercise was tested in a simulator which used the same model as that used in
the design, pilot evaluations were satisfactory. However, when the same FCS was
implemented on a variable stability helicopter [15], pilot evaluations were unsatisfactory.
This discrepancy was assumed to be due to differences between the dynamics of the
model and the actual rotorcraft. Regardless, it was stated that a correction for the FCS
was not readily apparent.
9Eigenstructure assignment methods provide another alternative for rotorcraft flight
control system design [16,17]. Here, the robustness is measured by the maximum
singular value of the return matrix. These design techniques do not explicitly account
for specified uncertainty in the assumed rotorcraft model. Eigenstructure assignment has
also been combined with reduced-order modeling of rotorcraft [18]. The reduced-order
model proved adequate in Ref. [20] since high bandwidth control was not a priority in
this research.
FCS design techniques have also been proposed to eliminate specific vibratory
modes in the rotor system. One such approach is referred to as High Harmonic Control
(HHC) [19]. The basic notion behind HHC is to control the rotor blades at harmonics
of the rotor rotational frequency so that unsteady airloads are cancelled.
Another FCS design approach aimed at reducing rotor-induced vibration is
Individual Blade Control (IBC) [20]. As opposed to HHC in which feedback
measurements are based upon body-fixed sensors (e.g., rotor mast forces and moments),
IBC employs sensors in the rotating coordinate frame (e.g., rotor blade mounted
accelerometers). The controller for IBC can most easily be designed using state variable
feedback since this approach can easily handle the interacting rigid and elastic degrees
of freedom present in any rotor system, as well as the periodically time-varying
parameters [21]. To use this technique, it is generally necessary to feed back all of the
state variables in the system, some of which may not be measurable. Estimates of
10
unattainable state variables must be determined using an observer. An observer is
essentially a dynamic model which takes inputs and known state variables and provides
estimates of the unknown state variables. Reference [22] presents a possible observer
design which provides robustness in the closed-loop control system. Speculation is also
made that the described design methodology may have additional benefit in the
determination of more accurate rotor mathematical models to aid the control design
process.
HHC and IBC can be accurately described as techniques for improving the
performance of the main rotor as a force and moment producer, rather than as an overall
FCS design technique. The sensor and modelling requirements of these two approaches
can obviously be demanding. In the FCS design which is the subject of this research,
it is assumed that the sensing requirements are limited to those associated with rigid body
motion, hence the HHC and IBC approaches will not be discussed.
Uncertainty which is attributable to variation in vehicle characteristics with
airspeed is often circumvented in practice by designing FCS's for specific flight
conditions (i.e., point designs) and then developing algorithms which provide a smooth
transition from one flight condition to another. These are so-called "gain-scheduled"
systems [23], the name arising from the fact that the FCS gains are scheduled to the
dominant flight condition parameter which for the rotorcraft is typically airspeed. The
problem here, of course, is that a certain amount of design complexity is involved, not
11
only in implementing multiple designs, but in providing the appropriate scheduling
algorithm.
The shortcomings of the FCS design approaches briefly described in the preceding
led to the investigation of QFT for designing a robust rotorcraft FCS. As opposed to
the model-following approach, specified uncertainty in the vehicle dynamics is not a
handicap, but rather is an intrinsic part of the design procedure. As opposed to the H ®
approach, where one is constrained to a single scalcr optimization variable (the H ®
norm), the QFT technique allows the designer considerable freedom in loop shaping to
meet a variety of design constraints. As opposed to the eigenstrucmre approach, which
is not a robust design t_hnique, per se, the QFT approach guarantees performance and
stability with specified uncertainty. As opposed to IBC and HHC approaches, the QFT
approach is an output feedback technique, using measurements associated with rigid body
motion. Finally, as opposed to gain-scheduled approaches, the variation in vehicle
characteristics which accompany differcnt flight conditions is used to dcfmc the
uncertainty which is part and parcel of the QFT approach leading to thc design of a
single controller and prefilter for all flight conditions.
CHAPTER 3
HELICOPTER AERODYNAMICS AND CONTROL
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3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with a basic understanding
of helicopter aerodynamics and control. For more detailed information, the reader is
referred to [24, 25, 26, 27, 28].
This chapter is organized into three main sections in addition to this introduction.
In the first of these, the basic aerodynamics of the helicopter will be discussed. Next,
the rotorcraft mechanical control system will be presented. In the f'mal section, the
UH-60 mathematical model utilized in this study will be introduced. The reader familiar
with rotorcraft fundamentals may proceed directly to Section 3.4.
3.2 Basic Helicopter Aerodynamics
This section is organized into two (2) subsections, hover and vertical flight and
forward flight. Both momentum theory and blade element theory will be used to describe
the aerodynamic effects experienced by the helicopter.
3.2.1 Hover and Vertical Flight
The main rotor of the helicopter generates thrust by forcing a column of air
downwards through the plane of the rotor. A relationship between the thrust and the
13
velocity imparted on the air can be determined using Newtonlan principles, namely
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. This approach is referred to as
momentum theory for helicopters.
The rotor is considered an 'actuator disc,' across which a large pressure increase
occurs. The column of air, larger above and tapering below, is the only air effected by
the motion of the rotor in hovering flight. It increases velocity from zero far above the
rotor to v, at the disc, and continues to increase to v® far below the rotor. As the air is
drawn into the rotor from above, the pressure falls. There is then a sudden increase in
pressure at the disc, and the pressure falls off to atmospheric below the disc.
Conservation of mass dictates that the velocity change is continuous through the disc.
This process is indicated in Fig. 3.1.
p®
Flou fi_l_ Pressure Velo0ty
Figure 3.1 Actuator Disc Concept for Rotor in Hover [24]
Bernoulli's equation for the conservation of energy may be applied separately




while the outflow equation for the conservation of energy is
• 1 2 1 2
pi+np+_pvi =p,.+-_ pv. (3.2)
where vi is known as the induced velocity, p is the density of the air and p is pressure.
The assumption of incompressible flow is made. These two equations indicate that the
change in pressure across the disc may be written as
1 2 (3.3)
ap--i0v.
By conservation of momentum, the thrust, T, generated by the rotor is equal to the
overall rate of increase of the axial momentum of the air, or
T=pa.viv (3.4)
where A is the area of the disc so that pAv i is the mass flow through the disc. Since the
change in pressure across the disc is the thrust per unit area, we may write
T (3.5)
Ap =_ = pviv,
From Eqns. 3.3 and 3.5 we see that
v®=2v i






where w = T/A is the "disc loading." Figure 3.2 illustrates the relationship between disc







Figure 3.2 Downwash Velocity as a Function of Disc Loading [25]
Momentum theory may also be applied to the case of a vertical climb. In this
case, the air is accelerated not from zero, as with hover, but from Vc, the vertical




It can be shown that the relationship between the hover induced velocity, v_, and the
inducedvelocity in Eqns. 3.8 and 3.9 is:
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(3.10)
indicatingthat the inducedvelocitydecreasesasymptoticallyto zeroasV c increases. The
power consumption may be written as
Pi=7_V, +vi) (3.11)
which leads to the realization that for low rates of climb, the power over and above the
power required for hover is only half the climb work, TVc. In other words, a helicopter,
taking advantage of the greater flow of air through the rotor, can ascend vertically with
only half the additional power that would be required of an elevator raising the same
mass at the same rate [25].
The same equations hold for vertical descent as long as the descent is slow.
When the descent rate approaches the hover induced velocity, the flow becomes more
complex, with air flowing in both directions through the rotor. This is referred to as a
"vortex ring" state, and the magnitude and direction of the rotor thrust fluctuates
dramatically in this condition. Once the descent rate reaches approximately twice the
hover induced velocity, a condition known as autorotation occurs. At this point, no
power is required to spin the rotor and generate thrust, since Vc + v i --- O. What this
means is that in the event of engine failure, the descent of the helicopter may be
controlled by the free-spinning rotor which acts in much the same way as a parachute.
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Momentum theory provides a good means for investigating the basics of how a
rotorcraft hovers, but to really get an accurate model of the hovering helicopter, one
must look to see what actually is happening at the blade of the rotor. The method used
to investigate this is known as blade element theory. The principal behind blade element
theory is to treat a blade element, shown in Fig. 3.3, as an airfoil and applying standard
airfoil theory to determine the lift and drag contributions of that element. These
contributions are then integrated over the entire rotor to determine aerodynamic
characteristics of the helicopter. Figure 3.4 shows the flow conditions of a blade section
during hover or vertical flight. The blade is assumed rigid for this analysis and, although
the rotor blades are in general flexible, this is a valid assumption since the outward
centrifugal force on the rotor tends to keep the rotor rigid.










Figure 3.4 Blade Element Flow Conditions in Hover or Vertical Flight [25]
In airfoil theory, lift and drag are dependent upon the angle of attack of the
airfoil. Typical plots of these relationships are presented in Fig. 3.5. Note that the
helicopter engine must overcome the drag in order to spin the rotor, so that the most
efficient operating condition for the helicopter is at the highest lift to drag ratio. The
incremental lift and drag forces on a blade element may be written as
dD =1 P U2 C dy C D
(3.12)
dZ =1 P U2 C dy C L
(3.13)
where Cz and CD are the lift and drag coefficients, respectively, and the velocity, U, is
expressed as follows.
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U=[(v i + Vc)2+(Qy)2]tr2 (3.14)
Note that the incremental lift and drag forces on the blade element depend upon that
elements' distance from the hub, with greater forces experienced near the tip of the
blade. To account for this non-uniform distribution of forces, most helicopter blades
have a negative twist, decreasing the angle of attack and, consequently, the lift and drag
coefficients in Eqns. 3.11 and 3.12, towards the tip of the blade. This tends to more
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Figure 3.5 Typical Airfoil Aerodynamic Characteristics [25]











_ _ (Vc+vi) =rdp (3.19)
QR
where dQ is the incremental blade torque, dT is the incremental thrust, and X is the
inflow factor. Assuming small angles, such that dT = dL, and from Eqns. 3.11 and
3.16, we obtain the following expression for the incremental thrust coefficient.
dCr=loczr2dr (3.20)
where a is the solidity factor of the rotor which, for a constant blade chord, c, and for




The angle of attack, _, may be referenced to the zero lift line of the airfoil
section. This implies that the blade pitch angle, 0, is also referenced to the zero lift line
of the airfoil section. Also, as can be seen in Fig. 3.5, the lift coefficient is linear with
respect to c_ for a significant range of or, or
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Cz=aa =a(0 -_) (3.22)
To determine the total thrust coefficient, in this case, the following integration is
required.
cr=loafo(Or2-kr)dr (3.23)
In the momentum theory portion of this discussion, the assumption was made that the
inflow velocity was constant over the actuator disc. This assumption translates in
Eqn. 3.22 to a constant X. It is not necessary in this case to make this assumption.
Indeed, as will be discussed in the following chapter, the dynamic helicopter model used
for this research allows for non-uniform inflow velocities and, consequently, variable X.
3.2.2 Forward Flight
The mathematical analysis for the aerodynamics of a helicopter in forward flight
is very similar to that presented for hover and vertical flight. Several complications are
presented, however. In level forward flight, the rotating blade is edgewise to the
airstream. This is unnatural for a propelling operation of the rotor. Complications are
introduced because the velocity of the airstream over the rotor blades varies over the
cycle of the blade rotation. Mechanical devices have been devised which take care of







Figure 3.6 Rotor Disc Seen From Above in Forward Flight
Figure 3.6 depicts a top view of the rotor system travelling edgewise to the
airstream. This figure demonstrates the variance on the airstream velocity over the rotor
blade as the blade rotates. The airstream velocity over the blade is faster as the blade
"advances" on the right hand side of the figure than as the blade "retreats" on the left
hand side due to the velocity component attributable to the forward velocity, V. The
conventional direction of blade rotation adopted by all Western countries is counter-
clockwise, with the rotor speed denoted ft. A quantity known as the advance ratio is
defined by the ratio
V
f_R
where R is the radius of the rotor disc, and provides an indication of the effect of the
forward flight on the velocity seen by the rotor blades. Under normal operating





Figure 3.7 Calculated Pressure Contours for Unbalanced Rotation [24]
If the blade rotates with a constant angle of incidence, the lift generated on the
advancing side of the rotor disc will be much larger than that generated on the retreating
side. Figure 3.7 shows the pressure distribution over the rotor disc with _t=0.3. In this
example, about four fifths of the total lift is produced on the advancing side of the rotor
disc. Consequences of this unbalanced loading would be two-fold: 1) it would produce
large osculatory bending moments on the rotor blades; and 2) it would produce a large
rolling moment on the airframe. These problems would make the helicopter unflyable.
To address the unbalanced loading induced by forward flight, flapping hinges
were introduced by Juan de la Cierva circa 1923. The blade is freely hinged as closely
as possible to the root (center of rotation) to allow it to "flap" up and down as it rotates.
This hinge relieves the bending moments on the rotor blades experienced at the rotor
blade root. Also, as the blade experiences an increased velocity on the advancing side,
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the increased lift causes the blade to rise, which in turn decreases the incidence of the
blade, reducing the lift and allowing the blade to fall again. The reverse is experienced
on the retreating side. The net result is an evening out of the pressure distribution
laterally on the rotor disc, reducing the roll moment imparted on the vehicle. The








Figure 3.8 Calculated Pressure Contours for Roll-Balanced Rotation [24]
The flapping motion of the blade as it rotates induces Coriolis moments in the
plane of the disc. To relieve these moments, a second hinge, called a lead-lag hinge,
may be included in the rotor system. This hinge allows the blade to advance and retreat
relative to the hub as it travels through a complete rotation.
3.3 Basic Helicopter Control System
An additional hinge or bearing situated axially on each blade is included which
25
allows pilot controller inputsto effect the pitch of the blade. It is this control mechanism
on both the main and tail rotors that allows the pilot to control the rotorcraft. Figure 3.9
depicts a sample articulated rotor containing the three hinges described above.
f-leDp,ng htnge
- horizontal




Figure 3.9 Principals of Articulated Rotor [24]
A swash plate, consisting of a rotating plate and a parallel non-rotating plate, is
situated around the rotor shaft below the connection point of the rotor blades. The pitch
control rods for each of the blades are connected to the rotating swash plate. The pilot
controls the vertical motion of the swash plate using the collective controller. This
changes the blade pitch evenly throughout a rotation, effecting the magnitude of the rotor
thrust vector. The swash plate may also be tilted, through the use of the cyclic
controller. Tilting the swashplate longitudinally and/or laterally effects the blade pitch
cyclically, causing a moment on the rotorcraft in roughly the direction of the swash plate
tilt. As the rotorcraft rotates in response to this imposed moment, the direction of the
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thrust vector is changed. Ultimately, therefore, the pilot can control the direction of
flight by utilizing the cyclic controller to tilt the swash plate. The pedals are to the tail
rotor what the collective is to the main rotor. Changing the magnitude of the thrust
vector for the tail rotor causes a yawing moment about the rotorcraft's vertical body axis.
This control arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.10 Cyclic and Collective Helicopter Control Systems [25]
3.4 The UH-60 Rotorcraft Mathematical Model
The preceding sections discussed the aerodynamic forces and moments produced
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by a rotor, the fundamental degrees of freedom of the rotor, and f'marly, the mechanical
means by which the aerodynamic forces and moments can be modulated to control the
vehicle. The derivation of the vehicle equations of motion is obviously quite complex
and will not be presented here. However, Appendix A shows the 28 state linear vehicle
model for the UH-60A Black Hawk rotorcraft shown in Fig. 3.11. The model is
presented for each of six (6) flight conditions to be utilized in the FCS design process.
The linear models were obtained from a general non-linear 280_ order rotorcraft model
which may be tailored to represent a variety of rotorcraft [29].
As has been indicated in Chapter 2, the complexity of the mathematical model to
be used in the FCS design is of singular importance. Low-order rigid body models of
rotorcraft are satisfactory for the design of low response-bandwidth FCS's, but the
limitations on the validity of such models at higher frequencies compromises their utility
for the design of high response-bandwidth systems.
The model of Appendix A includes the flapping and lead-lag dynamics of the
rotor and the dynamics of the rotor inflow.
[6] was an actuator for each of the controls.
One addition to the vehicle model of Ref.
Each actuator was modelled as a second
order system with a natural frequency of 30 rad/sec and a damping ratio of 0.7 [30].
28
Figure 3.11 The UH-60A Black Hawk Helicopter
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CHAFFER 4
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
4.1 Introduction
As the crux of this research, this chapter will present a more detailed description
of the QFT design approach. First, a more detailed description of Quantitative Feedback
Theory and its extension to a MIMO design problem will be presented. The next two
sections will present a detailed account of the QFT design specifications, and the final
two sections will present the design effort and the results. For purposes of exposition,
the QFT design will have as its goal the specification of continuous (as opposed to
discrete) compensators and prefilters.
4.2 Quantitative Feedback Theory
As briefly discussed in Chapter 1, Quantitative Feedback Theory is a technique
for designing robust control systems which include uncertainty or variation in the plant
dynamic model to yield adequate performance as specified by the performance
boundaries. It was developed to address a Multiple-Input-Single-Output (MISO) design
problem such as that depicted in Fig. 4.1, a reprise of Fig. 1.2.
In order to employ this control system design technique, several elements are
required in the problem definition. First, the plant, defined as that which is to be
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Figure 4.1 MISO QFT Control System Design Problem
controlled and labeled P in Fig. 4.1, must be an element of a known set of possible plant
dynamic models, P. In other words, the plant dynamic model is not precisely known but
limits as to its dynamic responses are known. For example, if the plant consists of a
robotic armature which is moving a variety of loads to a precise location, the exact
dynamic model of the plant is unknown due to the uncertainty of the load at any given
time. The range of dynamic responses are known for the plant, however, if the limits
on the load sizes are known.
The second requisite element of the problem definition is the specification of
acceptable performance. Unlike some design techniques which attempt to achieve a
specific response type, QFT acknowledges the fact that due to the variation of the plant
dynamic models, some variation will occur in the response as well. It is desirable,
therefore, to ensure that some level of performance will be achieved over the entire set
of possible plant dynamic models. Returning to the robotic armature example, let us
assume that the arm is placing its loads on a conveyor belt. Further, there is a wall
behind the belt which limits the overshoot of the armature. Performance specifications
define acceptable performance that the system should exhibit for the entire range of load
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sizes. For example, performance specifications in this case could be a tolerance on the
placement position, a maximum time to placement of the load, a maximum translational
velocity of the end effector, and a maximum overshoot of the end effector. This set of
specifications may be expressed in terms of two bounding transfer functions, T U and TL,
where Tu exhibits the maximum translational velocity, the maximum overshoot, and the
farthest load placement, and TL exhibits the maximum time to placement and the nearest
load placement.
The design objectives given these specifications are three-fold. The fn'st and most
basic is known as stability robustness. That is, the closed loop system must be stable for
any of the possible plant dynamic models. This requirement is quantified by the
following two inequalities.
II+GPI>S 1 , PeP (4.1)
GP <S PeP (4.2)
2,
where $I limits the closest approach of the loop transmission, GP, to the -1 +0j point,
and $2 limits the peak magnitude of the closed loop system thereby guaranteeing a
minimum damping ratio for the closed loop system.
The second design objective is to ensure performance robustness, meaning that
for any of the possible plant dynamic models, the performance of the closed loop system
will be acceptable as defined by the performance specifications. Although no
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mathematical justification is presented here, it is the premise of QFT that if the frequency
response of a given transfer function lies between Tu and TL its time response will be
acceptable. In other words, the design objective is to ensure that the closed loop
frequency response of the system remains between Tu and TL for all possible plant
dynamic models, or
TL_ FGP _Tu, p _ p (4.3)
1 +GP
in order to ensure performance robusmess.
Disturbance robustness is another of the design objectives. For this, an upper
limit of the frequency response of the closed loop system due to disturbance inputs is
defined. The design objective here is to ensure that the closed loop frequency response
of the system due to disturbance inputs remains below the disturbance boundary, TD, for




in order to ensure disturbance robustness.
These design objectives are addressed in a two step process. In the fn'st step, the
feedback compensator, G, is designed to meet the following design objectives.
1. Stability Robustness (Eqns. 4.1 and 4.2)
2. Disturbance Robustness (Eqn. 4.4)
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3. Performance variation requirements.
The last of these design objectives is a subset of the performance robustness objective.
Simply put., the objective of this part of the design process is to ensure that the variation
in the closed loop performance due to the range of possible plant dynamic models will




Although ideally the inequalities of Eqns. 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, and 4.5 should be
satisfied for a continuous spectrum of all frequencies, it is not possible to accomplish
this. Instead, QFT employs a graphical technique to design the feedback compensator
in compliance with these inequalities for a f'mite set of design frequencies. The designer
should select this set to encompass a broad range of frequencies about the projected
crossover frequency (the frequency at which the magnitude of the loop transmission
GP(j_0) equals 0 db).
To begin the first step of the QFT design process, the Bode magnitude and phase
of each of the set of possible plant dynamic models is determined for each of the design
frequencies. When these magnitudes and phases are plotted on a Nichols chart for a
particular design frequency as in Fig. 4.2, a bounding area may be drawn. This
bounding area, known in the QFT lexicon as a template, defines the variation of the
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Figure 4.2 Template Determination Based on Uncertain Plant Dynamic Model at co_
plant dynamic model is selected arbitrarily as the "nominal plant," hereafter denoted Po,
and the corresponding point on the template is identified.
It might be helpful at this point to introduce some key points about Nichols charts,
the feedback compensator design environment for QFT. The Nichols chart is a plot of
open loop magnitude on the ordinate and open loop phase, generally ranging from -360"
to 0", on the abscissa. On these charts lines indicating constant closed loop magnitude
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may be drawn. These lines are called M-circles. One characteristic of M-circles is that
at higher open loop magnitude (higher on the Nichols chart), the spacing between the M-
circles increases. This implies that for the same variation in open loop magnitude, the
variation in closed loop magnitude will be less at higher absolute open loop magnitudes.
QFT utilizes this fact to address the design objectives by def'ming on the Nichols chart
boundaries for each design frequency above which the known open loop variation due
to the set of possible plant dynamic models will result in an acceptable level of closed
loop variation as stipulated by the difference between T v and T L (Eqn. 4.5). The
template for a given design frequency is moved vertically at a given open loop phase
until it fits between two M-circles whose difference is equal to the difference between
Tu and TL. A mark is made on the Nichols chart at the location of the nominal plant
mark on the template. With this process continuing for different open loop phases, one
can envision that a line may be drawn connecting these marks for a given design
frequency template from one side of the Nichols chart to the other. A similar approach
is taken in the generation of boundaries on the Nichols chart which guarantee the
satisfaction of the inequalities of Eqns. 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4. The most conservative of
these boundary defmitiom (i.e., highest on the Nichols chart) for a given design
frequency becomes the design boundary for that frequency. Figure 4.3 depicts a Nichols
chart with several design boundaries, denoted B(joJ.) in the figure, in place.
Once these boundaries are defined, the feedback compensator is designed such
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Figure 4.3 Design Environment for Feedback Compensation using QFT
boundaries at the associated frequencies. If such a feedback compensator can be
attained, Quantitative Feedback Theory states that the design objectives of this first step
of the design process will be satisfied.
With the feedback compensator designed, the second step of the design process
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is to address the last of the design objectives, performance robustness.. This objective
is expressed in the inequality of Eqn. 4.3. The prefilter, F, is designed tb _fy this
design objective. For each design frequency, the closed loop magnitude is determined
for each of the possible plant dynamic models. The prefilter is designed using a plot of
Bode magnitude versus frequency to ensure that at each of the design frequencies, Eqn.
4.3 is satisfied.
To employ QFT to a MIMO problem one must first determine the equivalent set
of MISO design problems which fully represent the MIMO design problem. The
following is a derivation of such a set of design equations, each of which is equivalent
to a MISO design equation, which fully describes the MIMO system. This
decomposition of the MIMO design problem into MISO design equations is depicted
graphically in Fig. 4.4.
The top half of Fig. 4.4 depicts a MIMO QFT design problem. In this case, the
input and output vectors, 2_and u, are of length n, and P, G, and _F are square matrices
of transfer functions with dimensions n x n. A transform is selected as
















Figure 4.4 MIMO Decomposition into MISO Design Problems
(p-1 +_)c = _Eu
which yields the constraint that P must be non-singular for all of P.
I u, where _£ = I u, into Eqn. 4.7 for c_.,we see that
(4.7)
Now, substituting
(p-1 +G)_T = G F (4.8)
Let each of the elements of the _p-1matrix be denoted 1/Qij and require G to be diagonal.
To solve this matrix equation, each of the elements of the left and right hand sides of the
equation must be equated. With a little manipulation of these n 2 equations, a general
expression results.
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T..-FqG- iQ_i+dijQ" , d_/=- E _ __ :, (4.9)
,1 1 +tTiQi_ ,,,i _
This suggests a mapping for Yij by replacing Tij on the left hand side of Eqn. 4.9 with y_j.
The Tii in the disturbance expression are replaced by the acceptable response boundaries,
rij, where _-_jrepresents the upper performance boundary for the response of the i'_ output
to the jtb input. The form of Eqn. 4.9 may be depicted graphically by the four block
diagrams in the lower half of Fig. 4.4 if the inputs , ul and u2, are taken to be unit
impulse functions. Notice that each is precisely equivalent to the MISO design problem
shown in Fig. 4.1, so that the techniques employed for that problem may also be
employed here. For diagonal G compensation, as is assumed here, there exists the
additional stipulation that the elements of the G compensator matrix satisfy the
performance bounds for each of the MISO design problems in its row (e.g., gl must
satisfy the bounds for both of the upper two MISO design problems shown in the lower
half of Fig. 4.4).
4.3 Plant Variation in the QFT Design Process
As was previously discussed, QFT is a design procedure which accounts for a
quantifiable uncertainty in the dynamic properties of the plant. In the case of this flight
control system design problem, the uncertainty was taken to be the variation in the
dynamic characteristics of the rotorcraft at different flight conditions, from hover (0 kts)
to 100 kts. The full 28 state non-linear UH-60 helicopter model def'med in Chapter 3
was liearized about six (6) flight conditions: hover (0 kts); 20 kts; 40 kts; 60 kts; 80 kts;
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and 100 kts. Thesesix linear state-spacemodels are listed in Appendix A, and
constituted the set of possible plant dynamic models, P.
4.4 Performance Boundaries
Another necessary design specification for QFT is the set of boundaries on
acceptable performance. As was indicated in Section 4.3, it is desired that the defined
performance bounds relate to the handling qualities of the resulting FCS. Handling
qualities (HQ) are defined in Ref.[31] as "those qualities or characteristics of an aircraft
that govern the ease and precision with which a pilot is able to perform the tasks required
in support of an aircraft role." A rating scale has been developed to standardize pilot
evaluation of handling qualities (Fig.4.5)[32]
Using this standard, specifications have been developed which relate various
dynamic response descriptors (bandwidth, time delays, etc.) with an expected handling
qualities level [33]. These relations are presented in a graphical form for typical
rotorcraft response considerations as shown in Fig. 4.6. The different "levels" of
handling qualities corresponds to the three levels shown in Fig. 4.5, with Level 1
handling qualities representing the desired performance for the rotorcraft. These
specifications were used to determine appropriate performance bounds by selecting a
point in the Level 1 region of a given handling qualities specification plot as shown in
Fig. 4.6. This point defines a phase delay, 7-p, and a bandwidth, O_Bw, of a transfer





































Figure 4.5 Cooper-Harper Pilot Opinion Rating Scale
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Figure 4.6 HQ Specification Plots for Pitch and Roll Target
Acquisition and Tracking
bandwidth and/or lower phase delay will also result in Level 1 handling qualities. To
determine a transfer function which has the required bandwidth and phase delay requires
the use of Fig. 4.7, taken directly from Ref. [33]. The bandwidth of a given transfer
function is def'tned as the lesser of the gain bandwidth, O_Bw_, and the phase bandwidth,
O_Wph_, and the phase delay is defined by the following expression.
A _2tOlso (4.10)
"cP-57.3(2_z8o)
These specifications were, unfortunately, defined for use in an evaluation
procedure; that is, one can easily use these specifications to determine ff a given transfer
function will likely result in Level 1 handling qualities. Because a given bandwidth and




















Figure 4.7 Definition of Bandwidth and Phase Delay
specifications in reverse, and determine a transfer function that likely will result in Level
1 handling qualities. Still worse, the handling qualities specifications for the cross
coupling responses are even more ambiguous when used in design rather than to
demonstrate compliance. A perfect example of this is depicted in Fig. 4.8, the handling
qualities specification plot for yaw due to collective. Upon close inspection of this
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Figure 4.8 Collective to Yaw Coupling Requirements
evaluated against this specification to determine the likely handling qualifies level, but
to determine a transfer function which could act as an upper limit on cross-coupling
which would still likely yield Level 1 handling qualities based on _ specification would
be extremely difficult.
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To determine bounds on cross-coupling performance, a classical "base-line" flight
control system was designed about the 40 kt linear model. The cross-coupling responses
of this FCS were evaluated against the handling qualities specifications, and where
acceptable, these responses became the limits on cross-coupling performance. Where
peak responses were above acceptable limits, the responses were scaled sufficiently to
yield acceptable performance.
Also not covered in the handling qualities specification is an _ limit on
acceptable performance. These upper limits were defined somewhat arbitrarily with an
eye toward the impending design procedure. It is desirable, for example, to allow for
a larger variation in performance at higher frequencies, i.e., that the upper and lower
performance bounds diverge. To understand the benefit of this, recall Eqn.4.3, the
performance robustness equation. Divergence of the performance boundaries facilitates
compliance with this inequality at higher frequencies. Also, since both of the
performance boundaries tend to diminish in magnitude with frequency at higher
frequencies, albeit with TL diminishing more quickly, the divergence of the performance
boundaries has little effect on the resulting closed-loop system performance. Also,
because a flight control system is being designed which simplifies the operation of the
rotorcraft for the pilot (as opposed to an automatic pilot), it is unnecessary to ensure zero
steady state error; the pilot will easily compensate for very low frequency offset errors.
It must also be acknowledged, however, that there are physical constraints on the
attainable response bandwidth of the flight control system. It is not acceptable, therefore,
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to set the upper performance bound bandwidth above a reasonable level. With these
considerations in mind, the upper performance bounds were established for each of the
four axes.
The resulting performance boundaries utilized in the design process are shown in
Tables 4.1 and 4.2.























































The nomenclature in the table is defined as follows, where s is the Laplace variable.
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(co) =_ (s/co + 1) [¢;o] =, (___s + 2_s + 1]
2 co )
Finally, in guaranteeing stability robustness, the following constraints were employed
i1 +GPI> -4db, PeP
GP < 10rib, PeP
1 +UP
The former constraint is synonymous with gain and phase margins of 8.66 db and 39
deg.
4.5 The Quantitative Feedback Theory Design Procedure
To facilitate the QFT design process, a computer-aided design (CAD) package
was employed [34] (hereafter referred to as QFT-CAD) in conjunction with the computer
simulation package, ACSL [35], and MATLAB [36], a systems and controls computer
package. QFT-CAD utilizes a menu to coordinate several programs. Using this menu,
the user inputs the plant transfer function, including the variability of its parameters.
The user then inputs the performance bounds, either as magnitudes at the specified
frequencies or in transfer function form, as well as the stability criteria. QFT-CAD then
uses this information to establish boundaries on the Nichols chart associated with each
of the design frequencies and provides an interactive medium in which the user may
derive a feedback compensator and prefilter in order to satisfy the design constraints.
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QFT-CAD may alternatively be used in conjunction with MATLAB. In this case,
the menu is foregone and instead the user provides the individual programs with data
files necessary to perform their assigned tasks. For example, the BOUNDARY program,
which defines the boundaries on the Nichols chart, requires a binary data file which
defines the templates (see Section 4.2), as well as an ASCII data file which defines the
performance boundaries, the disturbance rejection boundaries, and the stability criteria.
The SHAPE program, which allows the user to design the feedback compensator,
requires these boundaries as well as a binary data fde defining the nominal loop
transmission. MATLAB may be used to generate the requisite data Files.
The ability to provide these data fries, instead of requiting the use of the
interactive input screen to define the plant specifications, is particularly useful when the
plant model is cumbersome as was certainly the case in this instance. With a 30 state
4x4 MIMO design problem, each of the elements of the P matrix of transfer functions
is 30th order. This implies that with no cancellations, the elements of the Q matrix,
utilized in the extension of the MISO design technique to the MIMO design problem,
would be 30*4 or 120th order. This is obviously too cumbersome to deal with,
particularly due to the digital accuracy attainable using algebraic manipulation programs
such as Mathematica.
To circumvent this problem, the o_j(s) transfer functions were evaluated and
delrmed at specific frequencies as follows. First, the p_j(j60) is evaluated as follows:





Next, for each frequency, the matrix P_(jo0) is inverted to obtain the Q'(jo0 matrix at the
given frequency. Finally, the qij(jo_) are calculated by inverting the elements of the
Q'(j_o) matrix. This complex number is then decomposed into a Bode magnitude and
phase. Calculated over a large range of closely spaced frequencies, this technique
provides the frequency response of qij(jo0. Appendix B contains a library of MATLAB
script and function files which perform the operations described herein. Although the
actual poles and zeros of the qjj(s) transfer functions are never determined (nor are they
needed for the design procedure), it would be possible to fit the resulting frequency
responses with an approximate transfer function representation should that be desired.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 present Bode diagrams of the frequency responses of Pn and
q_ and Pz2 and q22 for the rotorcraft model linearized about the hover flight condition.
Notice that for the most part, the chi's are similar to the p_:s. This is not true of the qifs
where i ;e j, as is shown in Fig. 4.1 1, the frequency response of P_2 and q_2 for the
hover model.
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of PH and qH for the hover model
selected as the nominal plant dynamic model. The nominal plant data fries,
NOMPLANT.DAT, were calculated for the chi as described above and stored in the
correct format for QFT-CAD using the maflab function SAV_NOM (Appendix B).
The selection of the design frequencies is based on the frequency range of interest
for the given design problem. The set of design frequencies for this study was chosen
as _0 = [0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 10, 20, 40, 80]. Below 0.3 rad/sec was considered
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of P22 and om for the hover model
and above 80 rad/sec was deemed adequate for the purposes of ensuring stability and
preventing control saturation.
The template for the k _ design frequency, which is used along with the
performance criteria to define the boundary for that design frequency on the Nichols
chart, consists of the set of Bode magnitudes and phases of q_(jo_0 calculated for each
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of pt_ and q_2 for the hover model
technique as was described for the calculation of the nominal plant data files, with the
template data stored in TEMPLATE.DAT using the MATLAB function TEMPLATE
(Appendix B).
The disturbance bounds in QFT-CAD axe defined such that
I 1 +LI_ No.(db) (4.13)
IPI
where the input to the plant is the disturbance insertion point and No. is the number
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expectedby QFT-CAD in decibels (db) in the disturbance rejection portion of the
performance specification file. For this MIMO design problem, therefore, the
disturbance specification for the ij t_ design problem is determined as follows.
No.(db)-ld'Jl (4.14)
(4.15)
where rij is the upper bound on the acceptable response of the ith output to the j'_ input.
This is a conservative estimate of the boundary, because the upper response boundaries
are used as estimates of the actual off-axis responses in the calculation of the disturbance
signal, dij. In reality, the c_j frequency response magnitude could be significantly less
than the upper acceptable bound. It is necessary to make this conservative estimate,
however, because no information on the actual closed loop o_j frequency response
magnitude is available until after the design is complete. It is known, however, that if
the design procedure is followed accurately the upper acceptable bound will limit the otj
frequency response magnitude and thus that bound provides a worst case estimate.
With the above information, the sixteen (16) MISO design problems were
addressed to arrive at a four (4) input - four (4) output flight control system for the UH-
60 rotorcraft which would yield satisfactory handling qualities over the range of flight
conditions from hover to 100 kts.
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Figure4.12 is a sample of the feedback compensator design environment in QFT-
CAD. Appendix C provides aid in interpreting the figure. Included on the Nichols chart
in various colors are the M-circles, the boundaries, and the nominal loop transmission
The user may vary the parameters in the feedback compensator (e.g., poles, zeros,
damping constants, etc.) incrementally and observe the effect on the nominal loop
transmission, thus enabling him to zero in on an optimal solution. Figure 4.12 is the
design of the feedback compensator, g3, for the 33 design problem, or the design for the
response of the roll attitude (the 1 st output) to a roll attitude command (the 1" input).
Notice that the values of the nominal loop transmission at the design frequencies,
indicated by the alpha-numeric labels, are above the appropriate boundaries. Thus, for
this design problem, the design specifications are satisfied.
Due to the conservative nature in the specification of the disturbance boundaries,
however, it was not possible to satisfy all of the design specifications for all sixteen (16)
of the design problems. In these cases, as depicted in Fig. 13, a CAD plot of the 14
design problem, an attempt was made to minimize the deviation from the design
specifications, but the design process was continued despite these deviations. It was left
to discover the true ramifications of these deviations in the final simulation of the FCS
to the full rotorcraft models.
Once the feedback compensator, gi, for the i_ output variable has been optimized
for the four (4) MISO design problems, ij with j = 1 to 4, then the pref'flter, fi_, is
-41
riJ !
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Figure 4.12 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Roll
Response to Roll Command
designed. Because the four output to input relations are to be non-interacting, that is no
cross-feeding of the pilot inputs are to be employed, the pref'llter matrix, F_, is diagonal
so that f_j for i ;_j is identically equal to zero. With this stipulation, the control loops are
said to be Basically Non-Interacting Loops (BNIL). Figure 4.14 is an example of the
prefilter design environment of QFT-CAD. The user may vary the parameters in the
pref'flter (e. g., poles, zeros, damping constants, etc.) incrementally and observe the effect
on the closed loop frequency response for all of the plant dynamic models, thus enabling
him to zero in on an optimal solution. Figure 4.14 is the design of the preirflter, f33, for
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Figure 4.13 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Roll
Response to Yaw Rate Command
The feedback compensators and pref'dters designed utilizing the above described
process are listed in Table 4.3 with the same nomenclature as used in the previous tables.
Note that the maximum order of any of the compensators is only seven. Recalling that
the model was of 30_ order (28 = order vehicle plus 24 order actuators), the compensator
simplicity afforded by the frequency-based QFT design is quite apparent. Large order
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Figure 4.14 CAD Drawing of Pref'tlter Design for Roll
Response to Roll Command

















Figures 4.16 thru 4.21 depict some of the time histories resulting from the
application of the above listed FCS in a manner shown in Fig. 4.15. Each of the
rotorcraft dynamic models are represented by a solid line on each plot. On the ii
responses (i.e., roll to roll command, pitch to pitch commaad, etc.) the performance
boundary time histories are presented as dashed lines. Note that in the time domain, the
bounds indicate limits on rise time, overshoot, settling time, etc., and should not be
construed as absolute bounds that cannot be crossed by the actual response. The
performance of all four responses was satisfactory based on the imposed performance
criteria.
In addition, by applying the cross-coupling performance criteria from the handling
qualities specification, the cross-coupling resulting from this FCS was also satisfactory.
This is despite the fact that the design indicated that the cross-coupling performance
bounds would be violated. Several reasons for this apparent inconsistency exist. First,
the cross-coupling performance boundaries were overly restrictive. It may be possible
to violate the imposed boundaries and still have "satisfactory" cross-coupling
performance. Second, as was hinted at previously, the performance criteria as stated in
the specification do not translate directly into frequency domain bounds. That is, the
specifications do not dictate a maximum magnitude for a cross-coupling frequency
response at a given frequency. As a result, many different boundaries could be drawn
in the frequency domain, each of which would satisfy the performance criteria set forth
60
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Figure 4.18 Vertical Velocity Response to a Unit Step to Vertical Velocity
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in the handling qualities specification. The third reason has to do with the conservative
nature of the determination of the disturbance magnitude for the MISO design problems
(Eqn. 4.13). It was unclear, because of this, whether actual performance bounds really
are violated, or whether, instead, the conservative worst-case estimate of the cross-
coupling bound is violated but the actual response is in compliance with the bound.
To investigate this further would necessitate closed loop frequency responses for
the various control input to response transfer functions. An abbreviated form of the
Golubev program was employed to this end [37]. Given input and output data sequences,
this program computes a rational function approximation, H(s) = num(s)/den(s), such
that OUT(s) = H(s)IN(s). Figure 4.22 presents a plot of the approximate closed loop
frequency response of roll attitude due to yaw rate command for three (3) flight
conditions: hover, 40 kts, and 100 kts. Also included on the plot as a dashed line is the
cross coupling performance bound. Clearly, all three frequency responses are well below
the imposed boundary at each of the design frequencies indicated by _ +" marks in the
figure. This is contrary to Fig. 4.13 which indicates that this cross coupling performance
bound would be violated by the FCS design. This inconsistency must in large part be
due to the overly conservative nature of the determination of the disturbance magnitude
for the MISO design problems (Eqn. 4.13). Chapter 5 will investigate a means of
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One problem arising from the conservative determination of the disturbance
signals for the MISO design problems is the fact that the resulting feedback compensator
designs are overly conservative. A price paid for using this design technique for the
robust disturbance rejection and tracking performance of the resulting control system is
in the noise reduction characteristics of the system. This is termed by Horowitz the "cost
of feedback," and is characterized by large Bode magnitudes in the feedback compensator
at high frequency. Figures 5.1 thru 5.4 show Bode plots of the four feedback
compensators listed in Table 4.3. Note that the high frequency magnitudes, particularly
for the pitch and roll compensators, do not drop off quickly following the system
feedback bandwidth, Waw, for each loop.
Another problem observed as a result of the conservative definition of the
disturbance signal was enumerated in Section 4.7. Even though many performance
bounds were unavoidably violated in the design process, adequate cross-coupling
performance was attained. Although the fact that adequate cross-coupling performance
was attained speaks well for the design methodology which was utilized in the creation
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Figure 5.1 Bode Plot for Roll Feedback Compensator of Design #1
process. The QFT control system design methodology for the MIMO design problem
is founded on the assumption that all of the bounds for all of the n_ design problems are
being met by the compensators. Without this, the mathematical foundation for the
technique is violated and the proof of the equivalence between the n_ MISO design
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Figure 5.2 Bode Plot for Pitch Feedback Compensator of Design #1
approach is necessary for the design of a robust MIMO FCS for the UI-I-60 rotorcraft.
5.2 Sequential Loop Closure
One improvement to the extension of the MISO QFT technique to the MIMO
control system design problem is offered in Ref. [7]. This method, termed Sequential
69
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Figure 5.3 Bode Plot for Vertical Velocity Feedback Compensator of Design #1
Loop Closure, utilizes available cross coupling response information to reduce the over
specification of the disturbance signal in the design of successive feedback compensators.
For the n MISO design problems governing the feedback compensator, gl, for loop No.
1, no information is available as to the final closed-loop response of the other output
variables. This is exactly the same observation made in the previous method, and thus
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Figure 5.4 Bode Plot for Yaw Rate Feedback Compensator of Design #1
the disturbance signal contains the same amount of over specification indicated in Eqn.
4.9. Once this feedback compensator, g_, has been designed, the first preftlter, t'11, is
designed. Note that f_j = 0 for j _ 1 for this design problem. With g_ and f_
determined, the final closed-loop responses of the first output variable to all of the inputs
are fully defined. This information may be used in the design of the feedback
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compensator for loop No. 2 to reduce some of the over specification of the disturbance
signals. As each successive loop is closed, more information is available in the design
of the feedback compensators for the remaining loops, until for the last loop, no over
specification is present at all in the specification of the disturbance signals.
As an example of this process, consider
Equations. 5.1-5.3, from the general expression
problems governing the feedback compensator, g_.
the 2x2 MIMO design problem.






where the t2i represent the closed loop response of the second output to the i _ input. For





The bound imposed on this response is def'med by _'t2. Since there is no knowledge of
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the ½ closed loop response, the bounding value, zz2, must be used. These two facts
coupled with Eqn. 5.4 imply that g_ must be designed such that for every plant dynamic
model,
1;22
A I- o. (5.5)
K "U12
1 +L t
For the design of the second row problems, again from F_,qn. 4.9, the design problems
governing the feedback compensator, g2, are
t2i- f2zJ.,2+d_.Q_. < _2/ (5.6)
1+I.2
The second row can now be designed with the advance knowledge of the fast row
results. For instance, the 22 design problem, or the design of the second output response




I+L z I+L 2
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QnQ22 _ Q 1
((1+g2022)(x+L1) --'22=f2292Q12021)' _ +L1)-'f12L1 _1
(5.9)
f2282Q22( 1 +L1) -f L_LI_2 _
t22- (5.10)
O_O:2
1 +L1+g2Q22 +g2022Lx -"_--_-
',(12,_21
We would now like m write the general second row design problem so as to resemble
the design problem of Eqn. 5.1, or
AA +4,.o,,
t_- 1%
Equating Eqns. 5.10 and 5.11, we see that
(5.11)
_ OnQ22
1 +L 1+g2Q22 +g2Q22L1 Q12Q211.+ g2022(1 +Lx)-
X X
(5.12)
x +g2Q22(1 +L1) = 1 QllQ22
+L1 +g2Q22 +g2022Lx - _
(5.13)
Q11Q22
x=l +L I (5.14)
Q12Q21
so that, in Eqn. 11,
82Q_( 1 +L1)







Recall that with basically non-interacting loops (BNIL), as is the case in this
investigation, the f_j for i _ j are zero, implying the desire that one controller not effect
the command to other than the desired controlled output. This means that d22 = 0 from
Eqn. 5.16 so that the second row design problems reduce to SISO design problems, with
the disturbance signal as the only input in the off-diagonal design problem (21), and the
control input as the only input in the on-diagonal design problem (22). This process can
be extended to an n x n MIMO control system design problem by applying the same
logic shown above to each of the rows of MISO design problems in succession, utilizing
the information about actual transfer functional relationships determined in the design of
the previous rows.
In the case of this 4 x 4 MIMO design problem, the following defines the design
equations for the successive loop closures.
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dli=- t2i t3i t4i (5.18 c)
<212 Q13 Q,_




L2=g2Q=- g2Q=(1 +L1) (5.19 b)
1 +L I - y 12
/ Oll-t/d'_' = t3i Q13Q21(1 +L 1) +t4i Q14Q21(1 +L 1) Q21(1 +L1)
QnQm (5.19 d)
v n- Ol2O2_
Now, f_, f,, gt, and g2 have been designed from the two previous steps. With this
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1"12- Qx2Q31 2 (1 + L1) (5.20 i)
Qzz (I+/.,2)+ +LI)---_-I¢12-Y12 + (5.20 j)
E3- QI4Q21 _:24 32 1 QI4Q32)
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Lastly, with fH, f22, f33, gl, g2, and g3 def'med, the following equations govern the design




L,.=g,Q4,.- x-A, (5.21 b)
X =(1 +L3)_12-A 3 (5.21 c)
(5.21 d)
A4=¥34¢12 + _¢24_13 + y 14¢23 -V,(1 + L1)- v2(1 +/'2)- v3(1 +/'3) + P,2 + P13 + 0,4
QjjQ_Qu Q_Q_Qtt i_j,_k_lV i- +QjD,D# <Tjp, Q 
(5.21 e)




P13 = Q13Q21Q34Q42 Q13Q_Q32Q41
Q11Q22Q33Q44 Q11Q22Q33Q44
+ (5.21 h)
P14 = Q14Q21Q32Q43 QlaQ23Q31Q42
d4i= fl_Ll_'l +/2_"2_'2 +f3_'L3_'3 (5.21 i)
X
1 + 1 (Q_ Q2aQ33]+ 1 /Q33 Q:_Q33](5.21j)
_'1=-_41 _23 _42/_21 (l+L3) Q23Q31)Qa3(Q-_31<I+/_)-_)
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1 fQ11 QnQ331_ 1 1 (Q33 QllQ33/(5.21k)
1 { Qn Q,1Q_.I 1 ( Q_a QllQ_.I 1 (5.21 l)
Appendix B contains MATI_AB function and script fries which perform the
operations necessary m apply sequential loop closure to a 4x4 MIMO design problem.
Note that the loops may be closed in any order. The numerical subscripts of the above
derivation refer to the order of loop closure rather than the output number.
5.3 Plant Variation in the Sequential Loop Closure QFI' Design Process
The plant variation is, of course, identical m that discussed in Section 4.3.
5.4 Performance Boundaries
The performance boundaries are identical to those discussed in Section 4.4.
5.5 The Sequential Loop Closure QFT Design Procedure
Once again, the QFT-CAD program was utilized in the design process. Recall
that QFT-CAD may be used in conjunction with MATLAB with the user providing the
individual programs with data fries necessary to perform their assigned tasks. For
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example,the BOUNDARY program, which defines the boundaries on the Nichols chart,
requires a binary data file which defines the templates (see Section 4.2), as well as an
ASCII data file which defines the performance boundaries, the disturbance rejection
boundaries, and the stability criteria. For the sequential loop closure process, the
nominal plant and templates are def'med based on the Q_= expressions of Eqns. 5.18b,
5.19b, 5.20b, and 5.21b. The disturbance signals of Eqm. 5.18c, 5.19c, 5.20g, and
5.21i effect the definition of the disturbance boundaries just as in Eqn. 4.14.
The order of loop closure is, as previously stated, arbitrary, and there is no
guidance to aid the designer in selecting an order. Intuitively, it is obvious that as the
over specification of the disturbance signal decreases, it becomes "easier" to satisfy the
imposed disturbance rejection boundaries. Thus, if one is encountering difficulties in
satisfyingthedisturbancerejectionboundaries fora particularloop when using thedesign
procedure described in Chapter 4, thatloop should be closed laterratherthan earlierin
the sequentialprocess. Beyond this,however, there isno apparent way to choose the
sequence.
Two different sequences for loop closure were attempted in this study. In both,
the heave rate and yaw rate loops were closed first and second, respectively. For
Sequence 1, the roll loop was closed prior to the pitch loop, and for Sequence 2., the
opposite was true.
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Utilizing the sequential loop closure technique, both sequences were used in the
design of two new FCS's. With the sequence in which the roll loop was closed before
the pitch loop, difficulties were encountered in satisfying the performance boundaries by
the roll loop transmission. With the pitch loop closed before the roll loop, al__ll
performance boundaries were able to be satisfied in the FCS design. Appendix E
contains the CAD design figures for this design. The feedback compensators and
prefilters for this design are listed in Table 5.1 with the nomenclature described in
Section 4.5.
Table 5.1 Prefilters and Feedback Compensators of the FCS
















Figures 5.5 thru 5.10 show sample time histories resulting from the application
of this FCS in the manner shown in Fig. 4.15. The performance of this FCS is quite
similar to that of the previous FCS design, shown in Figs. 4.16 thru 4.21. It was
possible using this sequential loop closure technique to satisfy all of the imposed
disturbance rejection and tracking performance bounds during the design process.
Although the yaw rate to yaw rate command response is somewhat oscillatory, the
responses themselves met the design criteria and were felt to be acceptable. To verify
the compliance of the closed loop system to these constraints, the modified Golubev
program described in Section 4.6 was employed once again. Figures 5.11 and 5.12
depict two sample frequency response comparisons with the appropriate disturbance or
tracking performance bounds indicated in the figures as dashed lines. The three (3) solid
lines in the figures represent three (3) flight conditions, hover, 40 kts, and 100 kts. Note
that in Fig. 5.11 each of the lines remains between the upper and lower bounds at all of
the design frequencies, as expected. Also, in Fig. 5.12, each of the lines remains below
the cross coupling bound at all of the design frequencies.
Note the magnitude of the roll attitude to yaw rate comm_d cross coupling
frequency response is significantly greater with the sequential loop closure design (Fig.
5.12) than the design of Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.22). Both, however, satisfy the imposed cross
coupling performance specifications. One important difference between this and the
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Approximate Frequency Response of Roll Attitude due to Roll Attitude
Command - Sequential Loop Closure Design
Figure 5.12
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Approximate Frequency Response of RoR Attitude due to Yaw Rate
Command - SequemiM Loop Closure Design
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5. I3 thru 5.16 show a comparison between the four feedback compensators of the two
designs. The pitch feedback compensator was identical for the two designs, so no
enhancement of the noise reduction characteristics for that loop were realized. For the
other loops, however, the shaded areas in the figures illustrate the improvement of the
noise reduction characteristics in the FCS designed utilizing the sequential loop closure
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Figure 5.13 Comparison of Feedback Compensators for Design #1 and Sequential
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The purpose of the research described herein was to develop a robust rotorcraft
flight control system (FCS) design methodology utilizing Quantitative Feedback Theory
(QFT). This research intended to develop a methodology for the design of robust
rotorcraft flight control systems using Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT). QFT was
developed to address a Multiple-Input-Single-Output (MISO) design problem, and utilizes
two degrees of freedom to satisfy the design criteria.
Two techniques were examined for extending the QFT MISO technique to the
design of a Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) flight control system (FCS) for a
UH-60 Black Hawk Helicopter. In the first, a set of MISO systems, mathematically
equivalent to the MIMO system, is determined. QFT is applied to each member of the
set simultaneously. In the second, the same set of equivalent MISO systems are analyzed
sequentially, with closed loop response information from each utilized in subsequent
MISO designs. Several conclusions resulted from this endeavor.
First, as a requirement of QFT, boundaries on acceptable performance must be
def'med for all input-output combinations. Handling qualities specifications published by
the U.S. Army as a guide to military helicopter manufacturers proved very useful in the
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determination of these bounds for the control responses (pitch to pitch command, etc.).
These guidelines provide a means of designing a FCS that will likely yield acceptable
handling qualities. The published handling qualities specifications were not very useful
in determining the bounds on acceptable cross-coupling performance (pitch to roll
command, etc.), however. Determined as a means of evaluating existing FCS, these
guidelines did not lend themselves to the specification of boundaries on acceptable cross-
coupling performance. One area of future research should be in this area. To be useful
in the QFT design process, frequency responses which yield barely acceptable handling
qualities for each cross-coupling combination must be determined.
Another conclusion drawn from this study was that the extension of the MISO
QFT design technique to a MIMO design problem results in an overly conservative
control system design. It was not even possible to satisfy all of the QFT design criteria
in the test case due to the over-specification of the performance bounds associated with
this technique. This problem is more acute with greater numbers of inputs and outputs.
To address this problem in the 4x4 MIMO test case, a technique denoted Sequential Loop
Closure (SLC) was utilized. With this technique, the over-specification of the
performance boundaries is reduced with each successive loop closure, allowing for a less
conservative FCS design.
Another possible means of alleviating the over design issue in the MIMO design
technique would be to address the cross coupling characteristics of the MIMO system
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directly since it is the cross-coupling characteristics of the MIMO system which result
in the over-specification of the performance boundaries in the extension of the MISO
design technique. This could be accomplished in at least two ways: 1) non-diagonal G
compensation, 2) the implementation of a robust decoupling technique [15].
In the first, the non-diagonal elements of the G feedback compensator matrix are
used to reduce the magnitude of the cross coupling responses. If the derivation of
Section 4.2 is pursued without the assumption of a diagonal G_G_compensator matrix, Eqn.
4.9 becomes
T..- ,6--:E r,j G,,-
1 +GiiQii ,,-_li
(6.22)
Clearly, if the off-diagonal elements of _G_Gare determined so as to minimize the
magnitude
(6.23)
then the adverse effects of the disturbance signal on the design process can be minimized.
Unfortunately, as can be seen in Fig. 4.11, the magnitude of Q_j tends to diminish at
higher frequencies. Thus, to satisfy Eqn. 6.2, the magnitude of Gij must increase at
higher frequencies which results in undesirable noise reduction characteristics of the
system.
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The second technique involves the application of a robust decoupling scheme to
the MIMO system prior to its decomposition into equivalent MISO design problems.
Ideally, a completely decoupled MIMO system decomposes identically into n SISO
systems since no loop is dependent on any other. Any reduction in the cross-coupling
characteristics of the original MIMO system would reduce the magnitude of the
disturbance signal of Eqn. 4.9 and, thus, aid in the successful design of a FCS utilizing
QFT.
Overall, Quantitative Feedback Theory does provide a good means of designing
a robust rotorcraft flight control system, particularly when sequential loop closure is
utilized. The FCS designed utilizing this technique demonstrated acceptable dynamic
responses for a wide range of flight conditions. With improvements discussed
previously, it could be an even more powerful tool in the development of the next
generation helicopters' high response-bandwidth flight control systems.
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APPENDIX A
THE LINEARIZED UH-60A HELICOPTER MODEL
The full 28 state non-linear UH-60A helicopter model (before actuator dynamics
are added) described in Chapter 3 was linearized about six (6) flight conditions: hover
(0 las); 20 kts; 40 las; 60 las; 80 kts; 100 kts. The form of the linearized model is the
state-space representation
=Ctx
where the 28 states in the vector x_are listed in Table A-l, the 4 inputs in u are listed in
Table A-2, and the 4 outputs in the vector _ are listed in Table A-3.
Tables A-4 thru A-21 list the A, B_B_,and C matrices for the six (6) linear models.
Note that it is the transpose of the C_matrices listed in the tables which appears in the
state equations above.
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p, q, and r
U, V, and W
$, O, and $
_0 ' _D ' _IS ,and _ic
_0 ' _D ' _1$ , and _IC
13o ' 13D ' 131S ,and 131c
_0 ' _D ' _lS' and _lC
ko , kl s ,and _'tc
Attitude Rates (deg/sec)
Body Axis Velocities (ft/sec)
Euler angles (deg)
Rotor Flapping Rates (deg/sec)
Rotor Lead-Lag Rates (deg/sec)
Rotor Flapping Angles (deg)
Rotor Lead-Lag Angles (deg)
Inflow Velocities (ft/sec)







Lateral and Longitudinal Cyclic (in)
Collective (in)
Pedals (in)





























































































-1.0133400e+000 -1.5925600e +000 -3.2056000e +000
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1.1991600e+000 6.4015000e+001 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00
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Hover Model A Matrix (cont.)
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0.0000000e +000 I. 1369200e+000 0.00(KlO_e+000
0.0000000e +000 2.5128000e-001 0.0000000e+000 2.5934900e-002



















0.00000_e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_
0._+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_
0.00000(_+000 O.0000000e +000 0.00000(_+000
-2.0916500e+001 0.0000000e +000 -2.4130500e-002
0.0000000e +000 -2.0864500e+001 0.O0000OOe+000
-5.5776800e-002 0._ +000 -2.0940400e +001
1.5697300e-001 0.0000000e +000 -5.3991900e+001
3.6154700¢+000 O.00003(K_ +000 5.6213 lOOe-001









-5.62997_e_2 O.0000000e +_ -6.15357_e_5




3.4737500e-002 0.0000000e +000 2.1120200e-004

































Table A-4 Hover Model A Matrix (cont.)
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13 14 15 16
1.2372500e-003 7.0573600e-001 O.O000000e+000 1.0143700e+001
-8.6147200e-003 -7.1209100e-002 O.O000000e+O00 -1.6052000e-001



























5.4001 lOOe+O01 -4.1413100e-002 O.O000000e +000 1.3896900e+001
-2.0871600e+001 4.2985700e-001 O.O000000e +000 -1.2790200e+000
1.2480400e-001 -I.1406200e+001 O.O000000e+000 -4.4494500e-001
O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ -9._79400e+_ O.O000000e+_
-4.1861900e-003 -2.7860500e-001 0.000000_ +000 -1.2494200e+001
3.6084400e+000 -6.1799700e-001 O.O000000e +000 -5.8591800e+001
O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_
O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_
O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_
1.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000(_e+_
O.O0000(_e+_ 1.0000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_
O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e+O00 1.0000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
0.00000(_+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ 1.O000000e+_
O.O00(X_e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000tX_+_ O.O000000e+_
1.5831900e-004 1.3804700e-002 O.O000(X)Oe+O00 1.9902200e-004
9.6965900e-003 -5.6062700e-004 O.O000000e +000 -1.3243 lOOe-O02
-9.9543300e-002 2.4080000e-003 O.O0000OOe+000 1.8659700e-002








































































0.0000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 -7.5794500e+002 0._+000
6.0513400e-001 -8.5848000e+000 0._+000 -9.1350700e+001
3.8795400e+000 5.7654000e+000 0._+000 -5.6851200e+002
-2.0194600e-001 -9.6268800e-001 0._+000 8.4479500e +000
0._+000 0._+000 -1.3796100e+000 0.00000(_ +000
5.5623700e+001 7.7275600e+000 O.O000000e +000 6.1577200e-001
-7.9082700e +000 3.0381200e+001 0._+000 1.2063800e +002
0._+000 O.O000000e+O00 0._+000 O.O000000e +000
0._+000 O.O0000t_+O00 O.O0000t_ +000 0._+000
O.O000(X_ +000 O.O0000(X)e+O00 0._+000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e+O00 O.OOtXXK_+O00 O.O0(KIO(_ +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 0.00000(_+000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e+O00 O.tXlO(KIOOe+000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
O._e+O00 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
1.0(K)(X_e +000 O.O000000e+O00 0._+000 O.O(KlOOOOe+000
5.1847200e-004 4.6744800e-002 O.O000000e +000 6.214050(0-005
-3.4365500e-003 1.4784900e-002 O.O000000e +000 5.0 I04700e-.001






























Table A-4 Hover Model A Matrix (cont.)
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21 22 23 24































































O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_
0._+_ 0.00000(_+_ 0.00000(_+_ 0.00000(0+_
O.O000(X)Oe+_ O.O0000(X)e+_ 0._+_ O.O000000e+_
O.O000000e+_ O.O00(X)(_+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_
O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ 0._+_ O.O000000e+_
O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_
-7.3247200e-003 9.6620200e-003 O.O0(X)OOOe+000 1.6730500e-002
2.6898000e+000 3.4446200e-003 O.O00(O)OOe-+-O00 -I.I 196500e-001
3.4327200e-001 -I.9778900e-003 O.O000000e+000 4.4438300e-001







25 26 27 28
-1.3967600e +002 4.7023500e-001 -3.4986400e +000 -9.8567600e-002
6.5856500e +000 -5.0607700e-001 1.0607300e-002 -4.7654900e-001
-2.5036600e +000 -I .7361400e-001 -2.8356200e-002 -1.1057600e-002
-1.3893200e+000 -4.4965200e-002 7.3150600e-003 2.0700800e-002
5 -3.5496400e +000 1.0621400e-002 -8.1640600e-003 7.7523800e-003
6 5.9388200e-002 8.0600200e-001 1.6365800e-003 8.3143500e-004
7 0._+000 O.O000000e+O00 0.00000(_+000 O.O000000e +000
8 O.O000(X_ +000 0.00000(_+000 O.O000000e+O00 0.00002(_ +000
9 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000(K_+O00 0._+000
10 9.1022800e +000 -1.7202000e+003 -1.9750400e+000 6.tM68800e-O01
11 O.O00(KK_ +000 O.O00(K)(_ +000 O.O0000(K_ +000 O.O(KIO0(_ +000
12 -2.2875800e+002 -4.8596000e+000 -1.2692600e +003 -1.2526100e+002
13 2.5463200e +001 2.6026300¢ +000 1.2549900e +002 -1.2658500e+003
14 8.0900700e +000 5.1123100e+001 5.831 lO00e-O01 1.2000200e +001
15 -.4.175510Oe-OO5 0.0000000¢ +000 0.0000000e +000 0.O000(X)Oe +000
16 3.3311800e+002 4.0151700e+000 3.5044600e+001 3.2110600e+O00
17 7.3705000e +002 3.1839000e+001 -2.0700 lOOe +000 3.4956500e+001
18 O.O000000e +000 0.O000000e +000 0.O(gKKg_e+O00 0._+000
19 O.O000(K_ +000 O.O000(K_ +000 O._e+O00 0._+000
20 0.00000(_ +000 0.00000(_+000 0.00000(_ +000 O.O000000e +000
21 O.000(RXO +000 0._+000 0.0000000¢ +000 0.0000000e +000
22 O.O000000e +000 0._+000 0._+000 O.O000000e +000
23 O.000000Oe +000 O.000(gl00e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
24 O.00(KlOOOe +000 0.0000000¢ +000 0.O000000e+000 0.0(KKKKK_ +000
25 O.000000Oe +000 0.0000000¢ +000 0.O000000e+000 0._e+000
26 -5.4394800¢-003 -1.5857100e+001 -6.1002500e-O03 --4.1557400e-O02
27 7.977080Oe-O02 -2.2406200e.-001 -1.8935300e+001 -8.6821600e-003
























































































-9.5888873e+001 -2.0916885e+002 4.9303912e+001 1.2687659e+002
1.1012274e +002 -1.0619265e +002 -2.387781 le +001 7.7705239e +001


































Table A-6 Hover Model _C Matrix
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1 0.00000(Kle +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000 0._+000
2 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e+000 -4.8230400e-002
3 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 1.0000400e +000
4 O.O000(K_ +000 0._+000 4.8928500e-.002 O.(XKSX}(_ +000
5 0._+000 0.0000000¢+000 4.8115000e--002 O.O000000e +000
6 0._+000 0.00000(X)e+000 -9.9764300e-001 0._+000
7 1.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.00000(Oe +000 0.0000000e +000
8 O.O0{X)O(O +000 1.00000(_+000 2.9461200e-002 O.O000000e +000
9 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000(X_ +000 O.O000000e +000
10 0.000000_ +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.(XJ000fK_ +000
I1 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.00(0)O_ +000 0.00000(X_ +000
12 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
13 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000
14 0.0000000e +000 0.000(XXX_ +000 0.0000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
15 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
16 0.00000(_ +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e+000 0._+000
17 0._+000 0.0000000¢+000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000
18 0.0000000e +000 0.000000(O+000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000
19 0.0000000e+000 0._+000 0.0000000e+000 0.00000(_ +000
20 0.0000000e+000 0.00000(_+000 0.0000000e +000 0.00000(X_ +000
21 O.O000000e +000 0.00000(_+000 O.O000000e+O00 0._+000
22 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e+000 0._+000
23 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000
24 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000000e+000 0.000(X)(X_ +000
25 O.O000000e +000 0._+000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
26 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 0.00000(0 +000 O.O000000e +000
27 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000



























































































































































































O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
-1.180 lO00e-O01 -5.4791200e-O01 O._e +000
-1.0388700e+000 -2.4487100e+000 O.O000000e +000
0._+000 O.O000000e +000 0.00000(_ +000




O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
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1.1797900e-002 3.5046800e-001 O.O000000e + 000 1.5975600e-003
2.3406800e-001 -6.4994000e-.003 5.1223000e--004 - 1.2545200e-001
-2.6785700e+000 1.0388900e-001 -1.3601000e4)05 6.7686300e-002
O.O000000e +000
1._+000 0._+000
O.O000000e +000 1.O000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00




1.0000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e+O00 1 ._e +000
O.O000000e +000
-2.0918300e+001 8.3892000e-001 4.5460900e-003 -8.8425900e-001
3.4379000e-001 -3.9212300e+000 5.4330400e-002 -4.3679000e-001
9.5793700e-005 4.5185900e4302 -3.4091300e+000 5.0936300e-002
-7.4010200e-003 -3.3047900e-O01 1.0529700e-001 - 1.9737500e + 000
3.3013000e+000 5.3933900e-001 2.3623700e-004 -5.6875800e+001
O._e+O00 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 0._+000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000















































































































O.IXIO(X)(O+_ O.O000(X)Oe+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_
1.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O0(X)O(O+_ 0._+_
2.8707900e-002 1.3124800e+000 O.O000000e +000 7.9283000e-002
1.1915800e+001-3.9585000e-002 5.3767000e-001 4.o9736ooe-oo5


























































0.00000(O+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.00000(_+_ 0._+_
0.0000(X30e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0._+_ 0.00(KI00_+_
-1._191_+_ 4.0674900e+_ -1.16358_3 2.05653_e+_1
-3.3299700e4304 -1.1063100e-003 4.0735200e +000
5.7571900e+002 2.3170600e+001 -7.0043200e-004
-3.9663800e+001 6.0679400e +000 7.4335800e-004










































































































































































2.4747200e +000 5.7361500e-4304 -1.8589900e+001
Table A-8 20 kt Model B Matrix
116
[ 2 3 41
1 -2.45233 lOe+O00 1.6619089e+001 9.4664442e +000 -5.1240372e +001
2 -9.2065093e-001 1.4166203e+000 -4.225021 le+O00 ! .2501061e+001
3 -2.0169079e-001 7.6747289e-001 -9.0466648e +000 3.0789041e+001
4 9.9535746e-002 -1.8219487e-001 -6.4458402e-002 1.891191 le-001
5 -7.087240 le-002 3.5591408e-001 2.7766929e-001 -I .2825103e+000
6 6.3849525 e-O03 -6.8020018e-002 4.7563209e-001 5.2928322e-001
7 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000
8 0.0000(X_ +000 0.000000(0+000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000
9 0._+000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0.00(0)0(O +000
10 -1.3511384e+000 1.060395 le+002 9.5561387e+002 -6.0188341e+001
11 -3.9572014e-002 - 1.4784946e-002 1.3633268e-002 8.5157220e-003
12 -1.2295494e+002 1.7237557e+003 -1.3199912e+002 -1.0350369e+003
13 -9.6606833e+002 -2.0854473e+002 1.6860839e+002 1.3836840e+002
14 1.827203 le+001 -2.5819666e+000 -1.0181140e+002 3.7293885e+001
15 4.0791827e-001 1.2101203e-001 -1.3591362e-001 -6.9699576e-O02
16 -6.0051321e-001 -1.3750479e+002 1.2723333e+001 8.5441028e+001
17 1.0880151e+002 -5.7937083e+001 -4.9804849e+001 4.9854107e+001
18 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000(Oe +000 0.00(X)0(O +000
19 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
20 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000 0.00000(_ +000 O.O000000e +000
21 0._+000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
22 0.0000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000
23 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
24 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000¢ +000 0._+000 0._+000
25 0.0000000e +000 0.000(0)0_ +000 0.000(K}0(O +000 0.0000000e+000
26 -1.4276980e-001 8.5799328e+000 6.9573218e+001 -4.9418103e+000
27 -5.0457843e+000 2.2004450e +002 -2.0064217e+001 -1.240451 le+O02































































20 kt Model C Matrix
3
O.0000000e+000 O.O00OXK_+000
0.0000000e +000 0.000000_+000 -3.5785800e-002
0.000000_ +O00 O.O000000e +000 1.0002800e +000
O.O000000e+000 4.2884200e-002 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 3.5719900e-002 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 -9.9844 lOOe-O01 O.O00000Oe +000
0.000000_+000 O.O000000e+000 O.O000000e +000
1.O000000e +000 5.8922300e-001 0.00000(_ +000
O.0000000e +000 O.00000(K_+000 O.0000000e +000










O.O(gggg_ +000 O.O02(X_e +000























0.0000000e +0000.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
Table A-10 40 kt Model A Matrix
118
II 1 2 3 4
1 - 1.8362400e-001 -2.2543 gOOe-O01 7.3415100e-O01 1.824340(0-001
2 8.9462000e-002 - 1.1000300e--001 - 1.7907800e-001 -3.4601100e--001
3 1.0293100e-001 - 1.4180200e-001 -5.7335800e-001 -2.7386200e-001
4 - 1.6157600e-002 -3.0960600e-002 ..4.0876100e-003 - 1.6030100e-002
5 2.6560800e-002 -1.2366200e-002 -1.1601200e +000 8.8174300e-003
6 - 1.0052000e-003 1.1742000e+000 3.4909500e-002 -2.0616700e-002
7 1.0000000e +000 -6.7217700e-004 2.5693400e-002 0.0000000e +000
8 0.0(KI00(Oe +000 9.9965800e-001 2.6152500e-002 0._+000
9 0.0000000e +000 -2.6161100e4)02 9.9998800e-001 0._+000
10 1.6509200e +000 -9.8004600e-001 -8.7730100e-001 -3.2871200e+000
11 0._+000 0._+000 0._+000 0.000(0)00e +000
12 2.6577900e +001 -5.6857000e+001 2.4252900e +000 1.2713600e+001
13 5.6566000e+001 2.6685600e+001 1.6274800e +000 -4.6088000e +000
14 -7.6828300e-002 -3.9464900e.-001 -6.5131700e-001 -2.4822500e4301
15 0._e+000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000
16 3.0694900e-002 6.4518200e-002 -1.0634900e-001 -1.0455800e +000
17 -4.2185300e-003 2.3716900e-001 -1.3863600e-001 1.1012600e-001
18 0.0000000e +000 0.000(X)(_+000 0.0000000e +000 0._+000
19 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
20 0._e+000 0._+000 0.00000(O+000 0.0000(KI_ +000
21 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
22 0.0000000c +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
23 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 0._+000 O.O000000e +000
24 0.0000000e +000 0.00tX)0(Oe +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000
25 0.000(03_e +000 0.00000_e +000 0._e+000 0._+000
26 1.4695500e-001 1.2193000e-001 -3.360440(04301 -2.7134700e +000
27 2.6514300e+000 -7.3184500e-002 1.0385100e-001 1.6391200e +000






























































































O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000

































































































































0.00000(_ +000 0.0000(gX_ +000 0.0000000e+000 1._e+000
0.00000(_ +000 0.0000(KI0e+000 0.0001X_e+000 0.00000(X)e +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000
0._e+000 0.000OY_+000 0.0000000e+000 0._+000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000IX_+000 0.0000t_e+000 0.00000tX)e +000
0.000(0X_ +000 0.00000(_ +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000(_e +000
0.0000000e +000 -1.5201000e+000 0.00003(_ +000 -1.0392300e-001
0.0000000e +000 -3.5243800e-001 -1.5969200e-005 -2.6905100e+000

































































































































Table A-10 40 kt Model A Matrix (cont.)
122
II 17 18 19 20
1 3.487990(0-002 -1.8258900e+000 9.0993100e4204 -5.3559100e +001
2 1.3496800e+000 6.2417200e+000 6.1291400e-004 -4.8323600e-001
3 7.0415000e-002 1.6595400e-001 -8.6520100e4304 -7.2074700e-001
4 -3.2195700e-001 4.0860900e-001 - 1.1804300e-004 6.2745800e-002
5 4.5332300e-004 -3.2684400e-002 4.8486500e-005 -5.2452700e-001
6 -1.3497800e-002 -9.2773800e+000 O.O00(OX_ +000 1.3819600e-002
7 O.O000000e+O00 0._+000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
8 0.0000000e+000 0.00(0)000e+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
9 0.0000000e +000 0.0000(O0e +000 0.000000_ +000 0.000000_ +000
I0 5.5238800e-001 -7.8761200e + 002 4.8027400e-004 2.2753400e + 000
11 1.2088100e-O02 4.958300(04304 -7.5685500e + 002 1.6404500e-003
12 4.6560700e-002 -1.8549800e+000 -9.7696000e4)04 -8.844630(0+001
13 2.9706500e+000 -6.6326700e+001 1.8756900e-003 -5.7087800e +002
14 9.2290700e-003 8.5991900e-001 -6.2837400e-003 1.286370(0+001
15 -1.3089400e-001 -5.3169000e-003 5.8207300e-001 - 1.8373900e4)02
16 5.7323400e+001 1.3532500e+001 2.0301100e-002 1.8132000e+000
17 -4.8124300e +000 2.2653000e-001 -1.0835600e4302 9.9248200e+001
18 0._+000 0._+000 0._+000 0.0(O)0(OK_ +000
19 O.O000000e +000 O.O000(K_ +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
20 O.O000000e +000 0.00000(0 +000 0._+000 O.O000000e +000
21 O.O000(_e +000 O.O000(OK)e +000 0._+000 0.00000(_ +000
22 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0._+000
23 0.0(0)0(O)e +000 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000
24 0.000(0)0(O +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
25 1.0000000e +000 0.00000(_+000 O.O000(OOe +000 0.0000(0)_ +000
26 2.8154200e-002 1.4024500e+000 O.O000000e+O00 1.8365500e-001
27 -3.0128500e-002 6.9160100e-001 -3.9682700e-005 9.3479100e +000




















































































































Table A-10 40 kt Model A Matrix (conc.)
124
25 26 27 28







































-3.7341400e +000 -1.2771900e+000 -1.4601400e+001 -5.3579400e-003
-9.9417900e-002 1.2544500e +001 -6.7473200e-003 -2.2963800e + 001
0._+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_
0._+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_
0._+_ O.O000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_













0.0000000e+000 0._+000 0.00OXI(_ +000
-8.7957400e +000 -4.7719000e+001 -3.4203800e+000
1.1613800e+000 3.4002300e +000 -4.758040(O+001
- 1.3528400e-001 3.4016200e-001 9.2646000e-001
0.0000000e+000 O._e+O00 0.0000000e +000
9.3870100e.-O01 5.3236600e-002 5.8184400e-003
2.4556300e+000 6.4801000e--002 -5.4024300e-002
0.00000(_ +000 0.0000000e +000 O.00(KIO_e +000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 0.tXI00(K_e +000 0.00000(_ +000
-1.3391300e+001 -2.4904200e-001 -3.3759900e +000
0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.00001X_e+_
0.0001XIt_+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_









































































































O.OOO2(X_ +000 O.O000(X_ +000
0.00000(0 +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O0(XXX)Oe+000 O.O00(XXX)e+000

































Table A-12 40 kt Model C__Matrix
126
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 0._+000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O0000X_ +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00
0.00000(_ +000 O.O000000e+O00
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
O._e+O00 O.O000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
0.00000_e +000 0.0001X)00e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
0._e+000 0.0000000e +000 0.000000_ +000 0.0000(XX)e +000
0.0000(X)0e +000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000
0._+000 O.O000tX_e +000




O.O000000e +000 O.O0000{X_ +000
O.O000000e +000 0._+000
O.O000000e +000 O.O00tXX_ +000
0.0000000e +000 0.000{X)00e + 000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 0.00000_e +000
1 2 3 4
0.0000(K_ +000 0.0000000e+000 0._+000 0.0000000e+000
0.000(K)(_ +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 -2.6161100e-002
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.tXXX)IX_+O00 9.9998800e-001
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 2.5693700e-002 0._+000
0._+000 0._+000 2.6143900e--002 O.tXKKKIIX_+000
0._+000 O.O000000e+O00 -9.9932800e-001 O.O000000e +000
1.0000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O00(KI(_ +000 O.O000000e +000
0.0000000e + 000 1.0000000e +000 1.1784500e +000 0._e + 000
O.O000tX_ +000 O.O000000e+O00 0.00000(_ +000 O.OOtXXX_ +000
0._+000 O.O000000e +000 O.OIXIOtX_+O00 O.O000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000



















































































































































































1.0764100e+000 -3.5271700e-002 O.O000000e +000
1.1041900e+000 6.5923400e-001 O.O000000e +000
1.7959500e-002 9.5132300e-003 O.O000000e +000
-9.0844200e-002 -3.4134400e-002 5.600490(0-001
3.9801100¢-002 -7.9713800e-002 O.O000000e +000
0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e+000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000(X_ +000
0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
1.5241200e+000 6.4395300e+001 0._+000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
3.4333000e +000 1.4092000e +001 0._+000
1.3885300e +001 1.5112000e.-O01 O.O000000e +000
1.0117800e +000 1.5797300e +000 0._ +000
0.00000(X_ +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000
3.7116500e-001 -5.3587000e-.001 0.0000000e +000
-3.5881000e-001 -2.3302000e +000 O.O000(XK_ +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 0.00000(_+000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000(X_e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O00(X)(_ +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 0.000000_ +000
-7.9579300e-002 6.6175600e+000 O.O000000e +000
-1.3440100e+000 1.3331500e+O00 -1.0033600e-001


































































































0.0000000¢ +000 O.O000000e +000 -2.1018200e+001 -4.1979900e-005













































































































































1.6970500e-001 -7.5203200e-002 -6.0869200e-004 2.5564100e-001
-2.6970800e+000 8.8717200e-O02 -6.4367500e-005 1.0122300e-002
0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 1._+_
O.O000(X_+_ 0.0(K)(g)_e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0._+_




0.O000000e +000 O.0000000e +000
1.0000000e +000 0.O000000e +000
0.00000(K)e +000
0.O000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e+000 0.000000_ +000
1._-4-000 0.0000000e +000




2.9675000e-001 -3.4589800e+000 4.4693300e-002 -5.2497600e-O01
..4.6762400e-004 3.7743200e-002 -2.983140(0+000 8.0872900e-002
3.1100500e-002 -4.7677600e-001 1.6654400e-O01 -3.3724900e +000
2.5240500e +000 3.8477400e-001 -1.8800300e-001 -5.6167500e +001




































































































































































































-7.5008000e + O01 1.0514900e-001
4.3488300e-001 -2.3875300e+000
0._+000 o.oooooooe +ooo
O.O000000e +000 o.oooooooe +ooo
o._+ooo O.O000000e +000
O._e+O00 O.O000t_e+O00
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
0.00000(_+000 O.O000(K_ +000
0._+000 O.O000000e +000
















































































































1.8814700e+001 -1.0716700e +000 2.9462900e+000
9.8238500e +000 -1.9713300e+000 2.0462500e-001
-2.1764900e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.00000(XJe+000












0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000









































































































O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
-2.8968327e+000 2.5641553e+001






































































































































































o.oooooooe +000 o.o000oooe +ooo
o.o000000e +000 o.ooooo00e +000
O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_










-1.5355400e-001 1.0033400e +000 -4.4444900e-002
1.7640700e-001 -5.8232300e-001 -2.7216700e-001 -5.0189000e-O01
1.9994400e-001 -2.5682300e-001 -8.7111900e-001 -7.8525900e--002
-1.3744200e-002 -4.4247100e-002 1.5585400e-001 -1.8276500e-002
5 3.1810600e-002 -8.7002200e--003 -2.3213400e+000 -3.0710100e-003
6 -1.6057800e-001 2.3253800e+000 3.0310800e-.002 -3.3288100e-002
7 1.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000 1.6429800e-002 0._+000
8 0.000000(O +000 1 ._+000 0.0000000e +000 0.00(KI0(O +000
9 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 1.0001300e+000 0.0000(KI0e +000
10 3.0682600e+000 -6.6535600e-001 -5.7356500e-001 -4.1506700e+000
11 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.1X)O(O0_ +000
12 2.5906900e+001 -5.7073900e+001 3.2048000e +000 1.0763900e +001
13 5.6854700e+001 2.5611800e+001 1.9281500e+000 -4.4439000e +000
14 9.9087800e-002 -6.1978000e-001 -9.9134300e-001 - 1.6735300e-002
15 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
16 2.5146900e-001 - 1.5109600e-001 - 1.5648000e-001 -9.2256700e--001
17 -3.271860(0-002 5.8623800e-001 -2.9399700e-001 1.6313100e-001
18 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000 0.00(X)(0)_ +000 0.0000000e +000
19 0.000(KK_e+000 0.000000_ +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
20 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0._e+000
21 0._+000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
22 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.000300_ +000 0._e+000
23 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
24 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
25 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
26 2.5266700e-001 6.3239700e-002 -3.0854700e-001 -1.7129700e+000
27 2.7925900e+000 -8.3555800e-002 2.2312900e-001 1.4960000e +000






























































































0.0000(X_ +000 0.0000000e +000
o.oooooooe+ooo o.ooo(Kl(_+ooo




O.O000(K_ +000 0.00000(_ +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
0.00000(_ +000 O.O000(_e +000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 o.oooooooe +ooo
O.O000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
0.000000_ +000 0.0000000e +000
O.O000(X_ +000 O.O000(_e +000
0.0000(K_ +000 0.0000000e +000
-6.0669800e-002 -4.1774500e-003
-2.6128600e-003 -1.799o7ooe-oo4

















































O.O000000e +000 0.000000(0 +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O0(X)O(_ +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000(K_ +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O0000t_ +000 0.000000_ +000
0._+000 -1.5235700e+000
0._ + 000 -6.9740600e-001
11 12
O.O000(Oe+O00 -I.8060500e-002 -6.0483500e-005 -7.3247400e-002
O.O000000e+O00 -1.4018400e-001 -3.9186400e4205 -I.8493400e-002
O.O000000e+O00 -4.7860000e-002 1.5634800e-004 -6.0126700e-003













- 1.5767000e-003 2.6062400e + 000
5.5532400e-004 7.9584900e-002
O.O000(_e +000 O.O000(_e +000
1.0000000e +000 0._+000
0.00000(_ +000 1.0000000e +000
0.00000(_ +000 0.00000(_ +000
O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000
0.000000_ +000 0.000000_ +000
O.O000000e +000 O.OOtXXX_ +000































Table A-16 80 kt Model A Matrix (com.)
13 14 15
-4.7843000e-0031.2509500e-002 4.9843 lOOe-O02
-7.5131400e4)03 1.5879300e-002 -4.9032800e4)03 -1.2060200e-002





3.8298900e-004 -3.2557800e-003 -2.3164400e-004 2.6823800e-001
O.O0000(_ +000 -3.2457800e-002 -6.7357200e-005 -2.1541200e-003
0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e+000
0.0000000e+000 O.0000000e +000 O.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000
4.6881600e-002 9.001940(0-001 -1.0702400e-002 -3.6425000e-001
-2.6650100e-005 -I.0540600e-002 1.0081700e+000 9.0925400e-003
5.4009900e+001 -6.8854700e-001 1.3787600e-002 1.0730800e+001
-2.1027600e+00! 8.2169000e-001 - 1.0960900e-002 -7.1551200e-O01
2.8926700e-001 -3.307410(0+000 1.3777200e-001 -5.2582200e-001
2.6646300e-004 1.1612400e-001 -2.8628700e +000 -9.8207700e-002
4.8039300e-002 -4.6604200e-001 -2.0195300e-001 -3.7529700e+000
2.4122000e +000 4.3506700e-001 5.5038200e-002 -5.6294500e+001
0.0000000e +000 O.000000_+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
0._+000 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000(X3_+O00
0.000000_ +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
1.000000_ +000 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 1.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000¢+000 0._+000 1.0000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 1.0000000e+O00
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
3.8081800e-003 2.9675500e-001 0.0000000e +000 - 1.4697700e-002
1.6640400e-001 -9.7585100e-O02 4.4174800e-005 3.2352800e4301
-2.6977000e+000 8.5646500e-002 O.O000000e +000 2.6598500e-002






































































3.4228900e-001 -7.8731300e +002 -2.0300800e-003 4.3559800e +000
-2.8590900e-003 -1.971M900e-O03 -7.5656500e +002 4.6372700e-004
-3.8717000e-001 6.7645200e +000 2.3838800e-003 -8.6629800e+001
2.6646900e +000 -1.4469900e+002 -8.8652700e-004 -5.7792200e+002
3.4184400e--001 2.2876800e + 000 2.4449500e-002 1.1861100e + O01
2.6754500e-002 2.0592800e-002 1.9623200e+000 -1.8244300e-003
5.7500600e+001 5.7739700e+000 -1.8525300e-002 3.2008900e +000
-2.2019500e + 000 -3.2744500e + 000 2.0969100e.-O03 9.0573300e + O01
O.O00(X_e +000 O.OOtXlt_e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000tX_ +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O0000_e +000 O._e+O00
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 0.00000(_ +000 0._+000
O._e+O00 O.O000000e+O00 0._+000 O.O000000e +000
O._e+O00 O.O000000e +000 0.000000_ +000 O.O0(K)O(_ +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O0(X)(O_ +000 O.O00(Xg_ +000 O.O000000e +000
1.0000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
2.4634300e-002 1.4559 lOOe +000 0._ +000 6.1540 lOOe-O01
-2.0164600e-002 2.5264400e +000 O.03000(K_ +000 7.6103300e+000





































































































O.O0000(Oe+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O(X)(XX)Oe+_

























































-1.9346100e-0021.9645200e + 000 -5.2691800e--O01 -4.6916900e-002
-1.5045300e+000 -9.6814000e-001 -1.4521700e-002 -2.1796600e-003
-2.8571700e-O01 - 1.8348400e-002 - 1.5555600e-003 6.0641300e-004
-3.2403700e +000 4.2630000e-002 3.302 lO00e-O04 -6.5411100e-O04
9.5374400e-003 8.6389400e-003 7.3107700e-004 -6.5031600e-005
0._+000 0.0000000e+000 0.00001X)_ +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O00001X)e +000 O.O000000e +000 0._+000 O.O000000e +000
2.4923900e+001 -6.4737000e+001 -6.1280300e +000 -2.8400 lOOe4)O1
-2.4523000e-001 0._+000 0.0000000e +000 0._+000
-1.4346700e +002 -1.7429900e +001 -4.7864100e+001 -2.9673400e+000
1.9478700e+001 -2.7710300e-001 2.8703600e +000 -4.7714200e +001
9.5930700e+000 -2.1103600e+000 2.8879800e-001 8.0640300e-001
2.6500200e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000 O.OtX)OO(X)e+ 000
9.8665100e + O01 4.9598900e-001 -5.2466700e-001 5.2495100e-O02
6.7480000e + 002 1.9329200e +000 1.8736700e-001 -6.7417800e-.001
O.OtXXX)_e+O00 0.0000000e+000 O.O000000e+O00 0.0000000e +000
O.O00tXX_e+O00 O.O000000e+O00 0.00000(_+000 O.O000tX_ +000
0._+000 0.0000000e+000 0,0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 0._+000 O.O(XXXX_+O00 0._+000
O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
0._+000 O.O000000e +000 0._+000 O.O(KI(XXX_ +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000
-1.2512700e+001 1.6557000e-001 -9.5802900e+0001.8258200e+000































































































































































































O.O00(X_e +000 0.0000(0_+000 0._+000 O.O000000e +000


































0.0000000e+_ 0.00000(_+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_
0.0(X)0(X_+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_
0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 1._13_+_
0.0000000e+_ 0.0000000e+_ 1._27600e_2 0.0000000e+_







































100 kt Model A Matrix
2




-8.6344200e-003 -2.9087700e +000 -2.3660100e-003
































O.O000000e+_ 0._+_ 0._+_ O.O000000e+_
O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_















2.7727700e-001 1.4117200e + 000
-6.5925600e-0022.8462500e +000 -2.9487300e-001












































































3.3276000e-001 -5.6315900e-001 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000
-1.7394100e-001 -2.0141600e+000 0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000











































































































































O.O000(X_+_ 0._+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_
O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_ O.O000000e+_
O.O000000e +000 -1.5224500e+000 O.(X)O(OX_ +000







































































2.3332800e-002 3.0643900e-003 9.1259200e +000
-6.6721800e-003 -5.0078200e-003 8.2940100e-O03
9.1989 lOOe-O04 4.5891900e-003 1.7651300e-O01
1.8852300e-004 1.0020900e-003 -4.7774300e-003
6.9209500e-004 - 1.5197700e4)04 2.7107700e-001
O.0000000e +000 0._+000 -2.9627800e-003
O.O0(KI(K_ +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000





-1.1767000e-005 1.0254300e +000 7.9112000e-003





2.4049200e +000 3.5808000e-002 -5.6910200e+001
O.O000000e +000 O._e+O00 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e +000 0._+000 O.O000000c +000
O.O000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
1.0000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000(K_ +000 0._+000 O._c+O00
O.O000000e +000 1 ._+000 0.000(0)0 +000
O.O000000e +000 0._+000 1.0000000e +000
















































O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e+O00
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00 0.000000_+000
1.5153300e-001 -7.8740400e+002 -1.1263100e-003
-1.8545100e-003 -1.0855700e-003 -7.5668500e +002
-5.1513200e-001 4.0232100e +000 1.6201000e-003
2.7637600e +000 -1.8413600e+002 -1.0406600e-003
3.0240600e-001 2.8636800e +000 1.1654000e-002
1.8188600e-002 9.8053800e-003 2.5371400e +000
5.6911600e+O01 -6.8912000e+000 1.5642400e4)03
-1.2835300e+000 -3.5210300e+000 -2.5235300e-003
0._+000 O.O000000e +000 0.000000_+000
O.O000000e +000 0._+000 O.O000000e+O00
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00































2.6342000e-002 1.4464200e +000 O.O000000e +000 6.5475000e-001
-1.9290000e-002 2.5984100e+000 1.5873300e-005 7.6262500e+000
-2.4660500e+001 2.2776500e-005 -7.4096400e+001















































0.0000000e +000 0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.0000000e +000
0.0000000e +000 0._+000 0.O00(X)(O +000 0.0000000e +000
-3.3070100e+000 7.1808200e-001 0._+000 1.5617500e+000
7.0483500e +001 2.5146900e+000 0.0000000e +000 8.6149800e-001





















5.5581800e+002 2.5062600e+001 -1.7373900e-003 4.2004600e +000















5.02_900e_2 _.77935_3 1.34768_e_5 -2._3000e_1
0.0000000e+_ 0.00000{_+_ 0.0000(O0e+_ 0.0000000e+_
0.0(X)(X_e+_ 0._+_ 0.O000000e+_ 0.0000{X_+_






















































































O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
O.O000000e+000 O.O000000e+O00
O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000































































II 1 2 3 4
1 --4.2439068e-001 5.2850175e+000 1.7333749e+001 -6.6596138e+001











































































4 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000
5 0.O000000e+000 0.0000000e +000
6 O.O000000e+O00 O,O000000e +000
7 1._+000 O.O000000e+O00
8 0.00(XXXX_+000 1.0000000e +000
9 o.oooooooe +ooo O.O000000e +000
10 0.000000_+000 O.O000000e +000
11 0.000000_+000 O.O000000e +000
12 0._+000 O.O000000e +000
13 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000
14 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
15 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
16 0.0000000e+000 0.0000000e +000
17 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00
18 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e+O00
19 O.O000(XX)e+000 O.O000000e +000
20 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00
21 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e+O00
22 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
23 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
24 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000
25 O.O000000e+O00 0.000000_ +000
26 O.O000000e+O00 O.O000000e +000
27 O.O000000e +000 O.O000000e +000






















































LIBRARY OF MATLAB SCRIFr AND FUNCTION FILES
In this appendix are listed a number of MATLAB script and function files that
were created to facilitate the operational tasks of the flight control system design
processes employed in this project. Table B-1 contains a list of these and the pages on
which they begin.
Table B-1 List of MATLAB Funetiom and Script Files
MODINV - creates the q_ for the QFT MIMO design process ........... 157
SAV NOM - Saves the nominal plant data file in the proper format ........ 160
TEMPLATE - Saves the template data in a file of proper format ......... 162
SAV PAC - Used in SAV NOM and TEMPLATE .................. 163
LOAD_PAC - Loads files stored by SAV_PAC .................... 164
DIJGEN - Generates the diturbance boundaries for the MIMO QFT ....... 164
DIJ SAV - Saves the disturbance boundaries in ASCII format ........... 165
GNORM - Normalizes feedback compensator transfer functions .......... 166
NOM1SEQ - Creates nominal plant data file for first loop of sequential
process 167
TEMPISEQ - Creates template data fries for first loop of sequential process
DISTlSEQ - Creates the disturbance boundaries for the first loop of the
155
• . 168
sequential process .................................. 170
DIST1 - Calculates elements of the distuebance boundary for the first loop of
the sequential process ............................... 173
NOM2SEQ - Creates nominal plant data f'rie for second loop of sequential
process ........................................ 174
TEMP2SEQ - Creates template data fries for second loop of sequential process . 175
DIST2SEQ - Creates the disturbance boundaries for the second loop of the
sequential process .................................. 177
DIST2 - Calculates elements of the distuebance boundary for the second loop
of the sequential process .............................. 180
NOM3SEQ - Creates nominal plant data file for third loop of sequential
process ........................................ 181
TEMP3SEQ - Creates template data fries for third loop of sequential process . . 183
DIST3SEQ - Creates the disturbance boundaries for the third loop of the
sequential process .................................. 185
DIST3 - Calculates elements of the distuebance boundary for the third loop of
the sequential process ............................... 188
NOM4SEQ - Creates nominal plant data f'rie for fourth loop of sequential
process ........................................ 189
TEMP4SEQ - Creates template data files for fourth loop of sequential process 192
156
DIST4SEQ - Creates the disturbance boundaries for the fourth loop of the
sequential process .................................. 194
DIST4 - Calculates elements of the distuebance boundary for the fourth loop of
the sequential process ............................... 197
SEQ_BNDS - Creates boundary matrix for Sequential Loop Closure ....... 199
GOLUBEV - Transfer function approximation given input and output
sequences ....................................... 200
FTFINT - Trapazoidal integration routine ....................... 202
WARP - Use with GOLUBEV to improve results ................... 202
MODINV - creates the q_ for the QFT MIMO design process
% This m-file takes the state space representation of a
% continuous MIMO system and generates the BODE diagram for
% both the transfer function matrix, P, and its inverse with
% inverted elements, Q. The magnitude and phase of the Q matrix
% elements at specified frequencies are necessary in the
% application of QFT to the MIMO system.
%
% a, b, c, and d are the state matrices such that
% x-dot = ax + bu
% y =cx+du
%
% w is the vector of frequencies at which the magnitude and phase
% are calculated
%
% pmagij magnitude vector for the ijth element of the transfer
% function matrix, P.
% pphsij phase vector for the ijth element of the transfer
% function matrix, P.
% qmagij magnitude vector for the ijth element of the Q matrix.




pmag I 1 = zeros(l, imax);
pmag22 = zeros( 1, imax);
pmag33 = zeros(l, imax);
pmag44=zeros(1,imax);
qmag11 =zeros(1,imax);
qmag22 = zeros( 1, imax);
qmag33 = zeros(l, imax);
qmag44 = zeros( 1, imax);
pphs 11 = zeros(l, imax);
pphs22 = zeros(1,imax);
pphs33 = zeros(l, imax);
pphs44 = zeros(1 ,imax);
qphsl 1= zeros(1 ,imax);





















pmag 11(i) = 20*log lO(abs(p 11));
pmag22(i) = 20*log lO(abs(p22));
pmag33 (i) = 20*log lO(abs(p33));
pmag44(i) = 20*log lO(abs(p44));
qmag 11 (i) = 20*log 10(abs(q 11));
qmag22(i) = 20 *log lO(abs(q22));
qmag33(i) = 20*log lO(abs(q33));
qmag44(i) = 20 *log lO(abs(q44));









if pphsl 1(i) > pphsl 1(i-1) +300
pphsl 1(i) = pphs 11 (i)-360;
elseif pphsl 1(i) < pphsl 1(i- 1)-300
pphsl 1(i) = pphs 11(i) +360;
end
if pphs22(i) > pphs22(i-1) +300
pphs22(i) =pphs22(i)-360;
elseif pphs22(i) < pphs22(i-1)-300
pphs22(i) = pphs22(i) + 360;
end
if pphs33(i) > pphsa3(i-1) + 300
pphs33(i) = pphs330)-360;
elseif pphs33(i) < pphs33(i-1)-300
159
pphs33(i)- pphs33 (i) + 360;
end
if pphs44(i) > pphs44(i- 1) + 300
pphs44(i)--pphs44(i)-360;
elscif pphs44(i) < pphs44(i-1)-300
pphs44(i) - pp_44(i) + 360,
end
if qphs11(i) > qphs11(i- 1) 4300
qphsl 1(i) -- qphs 11(i)-360,
elseif qphs110) < qphs110-1)-300
qphsll(i)-qphs11(i) 4360;
end
if qphs22(i) > qphs22(i-1)-l-300
qphs22(i) = qphs22(i)-360;
elseif qphs22(i) < qphs22(i-1)-300
qphs22(i) = qphs22(i) + 360;
end
if qphs33(i) > qphs33(i-1)4300
qphs33(i) --qphs33(i)-360;
elseif qphs33 (i) < qphs33 (i- 1)-300
qphs33(i) = qphs33(i) + 360;
end
if qphs44(i) > qphs44(i-1) 4300
qphs44(i) --qphs44(i)-360;
elseif qphs44(i) < qphs44(i-1)-300



















































SAV NOM - Saves the nominal plant data f'de in the proper format
% function sav_nom(w,m,p,type,ext,tsamp)
%
% Save frequency response of nominal plant, to be used by the QFT package.
%
% type : 0 for 'DISCRETE' or 1 for 'CONTINUOUS'.
% tsamp: Sampling time for discrete systems
% w : Frequency vector at which the nominal plant has been evaluated.
% m : Magnitude vector in db.
% p : Phase vector in deg.
% ext : File name extension for nomplant (default-'dat')
%





if naxgin = - 4
f'flename ='nomplant.dat';
else
f'flename = ['nomplant. ' ext];
end
if type == O,
disp('Writing nominal DISCRETE TIME plant.') ;
typeinfo=sprintf('DISC T= %-12.5g',tsamp) ;
elseif type = = 1 ,
disp('Writing nominal CONTINUOUS plant.') ;
typeinfo = 'CONTINUOUS ';
else ,
disp ('Error in nompl: type must be DISCRETE or CONTINUOUS .');
return ;
end
! if exist nomplant.dat del nomplant, dat
class = ['OMEGA ';typeinfo];
[mw,nw] = size(w);
ifnw -= 1, w = w';
[mw,nw] = size(w);
if nw - = 1, error('w MUST be a row or column vector.') ; end
end
if size(m) - = size(w),
m=m';
if size(m) -= size(w), error('m is badly dimensioned.') ; end
end
if size(p) - = size(w) ,
p=p';








' ;'GMN[Db] '; 'Ph[Deg] '],class);
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% This function creates the Template data file for use
% in the QFT CAD software. If a file named template.dat
% already exists, it is deleted.
%
% imax: Number of templates
% m: Matrix of magnitude data -
% Row indices indicate model
% Column indices indicate frequency
% p: Matrix of phase data -
% Row indices indicate model
% Column indices indicate frequency
% type: System type - 1 for continuous, 0 for discrete
% ext: Extension for template File name (default=.dat)
% tsamp: Sampling interval for discrete systems
%
if ext = = 0
filename = 'template.dat';
else
ftlename = ['template.' ext];
end
if type = = 0,
disp('Writing nominal DISCRETE TIME plant.') ;
typeirtfo=sprintf('DISC T= %-12.5g',tsamp) ;
elseif type == 1,
disp('Writing nominal CONTINUOUS plant.') ;
typeinfo = '/CONTINUOUS';
else ,
disp ('Error in nompl: type must be DISCRETE or CONTINUOUS .');
return ;
end
!if exist template.dat del template.dat
class = ['Template ';typeinfo];
for i = l:imax,
dat= [m(:,i),p(:,i)] ;




SAV PAC - Used in SAV NOM and TEMPLATE
function save pac(filename,data,titles,class)
90
% Save MATLAB variables as a Package File.
% using program SAVE_PAC
% filename = name of Package data File.
% Data = A matrix containing the data
% rifles = a matrix of text labels for tha data columns
% class = a matrix with list class and source.
% class is defaulted to ['MATLAB ';'MATLAB '] .
% Many lists may be generated in the same file by a repeated use of save_pac.
%
% Example:




if nargin < 4,
class = ['MATLAB ';'MATLAB '];
else
[m,n] =size(class) ;
if m -= 2 ] n > 20 ] isstr(class) == 0,
error('Bad dimension or type of class.') ; end
end
if nargin < 3, error('Need at least 3 input variables.') ; end
junkf'ile = 'r75yyfhh';
if exist([junkfile,'.mat']) - = 0,
disp(' A file named r75yyfhh.mat exists. ') ;
junkfile = input(' Enter another name for temporary scratch file. ') ;
end
command= ['save ',junkf'ile,' class titles data '] ;
eval(command) ;
command = [' !save_pac ',junkf'ile,'.mat ',filename,' MATLAB'] ;
eval(command) ;



















Load a Package data file into MATLAB by using the external file
converter READ BIN.
The user is asked-interactivelly for the package file name.
Each list in the data file loads as 3 variables:
classn = Text, class and source of list.
titlesn = Text, column titles
listdam = Numeric matrix with numeric data.
where n is the list number in the Package data file.
Yahali Theodor.
command ='AAAAA' ;
while exist(command) -= 0,
command = mdname(1) ;
end
input( 'Enter name of package data f'lle. ') ;
eval(['!read bin ',am,' ',command,'.mat MATLAB']) ;
eval(['load ',command]) ;
command = ['!del ',command,'.mat'] ;
eval(command) ;
clear command ;
DIJGEN - Generates the diturbance boundaries for the MIMO QFT
% This M-file takes the ]tij ]max ]qij ]rain vectors and calculates
% the disturbance vectors, dij.
%
dl 1=(b21 ./ql2min+b31 ./ql3min+b41./q 14rain)./t 1ld;
d12 =co22./q12min+b32.1q13min+b42./q14min)./b12;
d13 =co23./q12min+b33.1q13min+b43./q14min)./b13;
d14 = CO24./q 12rain + b34./q 13rain +b44./q 14rain)./b 14;
d21 = CO11./q21rain + b31./q23min + b41./q24min)./b21;
d22 = Co12./q21rain + b32./q23min + 1942./q24min)./t22d;
d23 = CO13./q2 lmin +b33./q23min +lM3./q24min)./b23;
d24 -- (b 14./q21rain + b34./q23 rain + b44./q24min)./b24;
d31 - (b11./q31min+b21./q32min+b41./q34min)./b31;
d32 = (o 12./q31rain + b22./q32min +b42./q34min)./b32;
d33 = (b13 ./q31rain + b23./q32min +b43 ./q34min)./t33d;
d34 = (b 14./q31rain +b24./q32min +b44./q34min)./b34;
d41 = (bl 1 ./q41min +b21 ./q42min + b31 ./q43min)./b41;
d42 = (b 12./q41min +b22./q42min +b32./q43min)./b42;
d43 = (b 13./q41min +b23./q42min +b33./q43min)./b43;
d44 = (b 14./q41rain + b24./q42min + b34./q43min)./t44d;





d22 = 20*log 10(d22);





d34 = 20 *log 10(d34);
d41 =20*loglO(d41);
d42 =20*loglO(d42);
d43 = 20*log 10(d43);
d44 =20*log10(d44);
save dijs dll d12 d13 d14 d21 d22 d23 d24 ...
d31 d32 d33 d34 d41 d42 d43 d44
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DIJ SAV - Saves the disturbance boundaries in ASCII format
load dijs
w=[.3 .5 1 3 5 10 20 40 80]';
dllt = [w-d11'];
dl2t = [w-d12'];
dl3t = [w -d13'];
dl4t = [w -d14'];
d21t = [w -d21'];
d22t = [w-d22'];
d23t = [w -d23'];
d24t = [w-d24'];
d31t = [w -d31'];
d32t = [w-d32'];
d33t = [w-d33'];
d34t = [w <134'];
d41t = [w <!41'];
d42t = [w <142'];



















GNORM - Normalizesfeedbackcompensatortransfer functions
function numl =gnorm(num,den,n,w)
% function numl =gnorm(num,den,n,w)
%
% This function providesa gain to hum suchthat
% the magnitudeof theresulting transfer function at
% the specifiedfrequencyis equalto the specifiedgain.
%
% This is necessarybecauseQFT-CAD usesa nomalized
% gain at a specifiedfrequencyin the feedbackcompensator
% designprocess.
%
% num anddenare theoriginal transfer function coefficient
% vectors
%
% n is thegain in db.
%
% w is the specifiedfrequency
%






NOMISEQ - Creates nominal plant data file for fast loop of sequential process
function [nommag,nompha] =nomlseq(a,b,c,w,n,sav)
% function [nommag,nomphs] =nomlseq(a,b,c,w,n, sav)
%
% This function calculates the nominal plant magnitude and
% phase at the frequencies designated in w.
%
% a, b, and c are the state matrices such that
% x-dot = ax + bu
% y =cx
%
% w is the vector of frequencies at which the magnitude and phase
% are calculated
%
% n is the array of indices of the loop sequence
%
% nommag and nomphs are the magnitude and phase vectors,
% respectively
%
% if sav = 1, then the sav nora function is called to save the



















if nomphs(i) > nomphs(i- 1) + 300
nomplas(i) =nomphs(i)-360;
elseif nomphs(i) < nomphs(i- 1)-300




if nargin = = 6
if sav = = 1




TEMP1SEQ - Creates template data files for fn'st loop of sequential process
% This script f'de utilizes the function NOMISEQ to determine
% the templates for the fast loop of the sequential process.
% Be sure to set n to the vector indices of the loop sequence.
%
load model01m

















tmag = [tmag ;mag 1];
tphs = [tphs; phs 1];
else








[magl ,phs I] -nomlseq(a,b,c,w,n);
[m',nc] =size(magi);
ifnr == I




tphs = [tphs;phs 1 '];
end




















tmag = [tmag ;mag 1];
tphs= [tphs;phsl];
else
tmag = [tmag ;mag 1 '];
tphs= [tphs;phsl'];
end







tmag = [tmag;mag 1];










ext= [ 'q' int2str(n(1)) ' 1' ]
template(imax,maag,tphs, 1,ext)
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DISTISEQ - Creates the disturbance boundaries for the first loop of the sequential
process
% This script file utilizes the function DIST1 to determine
% the disturbance bounds for the first loop of the
% sequential process. Be sure to set n to the array of indices
% indicating the sequence of loop closure. TBNDS.MAT contains




w=[.3 .5 1 3 5 10 20 40 80];
[dla,dlb,dlc] = distl(a,b,c,w,n,tl ,t2,t3,t4);




[dlap,d lbp,d 1cp] = distl (a,b,c,w,n,tl ,t2,t3,t4);
for i=1:4
for j = 1 :max(size(w))
if dla(i,j) < dlap(i,j)
dla(i,j) =dlap(i,j);
end













[dlap,dlbp,dlcp] = distl(a,b,c,w,n,t I ,t2,t3,t4);
for i=1:4
for j = 1 :max(size(w))
if dla(i,j) < dlap(i,j)
dla(i,j) =dlap(i,j);
end
if dlb(i,j) < dlbp(i,j)
dlb(i,j) =dlbp(i,j);
end











for j = I :max(size(w))
if dla(i,j) < dlap(i,j)
dla(i,j) =dlap(i,j);
end
if dlb(i,j) < dlbp(i,j)
dlb(i,j) =dlbp(i,j);
end











for j = 1:max(size(w))
if dla(i,j) < dlap(i,j)
dla(i,j) =dlap(i,j);
end
if dlb(i,j) < dlbp(i,j)
dlb(i,j) =dlbp(i,j);
end











for j = I :max(size(w))
if dla(i,j) < dlap(i,j)
dla(i,j) =dlap(i,j);
end
if dlb(i,j) < dlbp(i,j)
dlb(i,j) =dlbp(i,j);
end





save temp w dla dlb dlc n
clear
load temp
dnl nl = [w' 20*loglO(dla(1, :) +dlb(1, :) +dlc(1, :))'];
dnln2 = [w' 20*loglO(dla(2, :) +dlb(2, :) +dlc(2, :))'];
dnln3 = [w' 20*log lO(dla(3, :) +dlb(3, :) +dlc(3, :))'];
dnln4 = [w' 20*loglO(dl a(4, :) +dlb(4, :) +dlc(4, :))'];
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% function [dla,dlb,dlc] =distl(a,b,c,w,n,tl,t2,t3,t4)
%
% This function calculates the elements of the disturbance
% signal at the frequencies specified in w.
%
% a, b, and c are the state matrices such that
% x-dot = ax + bu
% y =cx
%
% w is the vector of frequencies at which the magnitude and phase
% are calculated
%
% n is the array of loop indeces indicating the order
% of the sequential process
%
% dla, dlb, and dlc are the components of the disturbance signal
% such that dl =dla+dlb+dlc. DIST1SEQ will use this info













p 13 = bodmgphi(n(1), n(3));
p 14 = bodmgphi(n(1),n(4));
dla(:,i) =abs(pl2)*t2(:,i)./tl(:,i);
dlb(: ,i) = abs(p 13)*t3 (: ,i)./t 1(: ,i);
die(: ,i) = abs(p 14)*t4(: ,i)./tl (: ,i);
end
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NOM2SEQ - Createsnominalplant datafile for secondloop of sequentialprocess
function [nommag,nomphs]= nom2seq(a,b,c,w,n,g 1 ,sav)
% function [nommag,nomphs] =nom2seq(a,b,c,w,n,gl,sav)
%
% This function calculates the nominal plant magnitude and
% phase at the frequencies designated in w.
%
% a, b, and c are the state matrices such that
% x-dot = ax +bu
% y =cx
%
% w is the vector of frequencies at which the magnitude and phase
% are calculated
%
% n is the array of loop indeces indicating the order
% of the sequential process
%
% gl is the first feedback compensator evaluated at the specified
% frequencies
%
% nommag and nomphs are the magnitude and phase vectors,
% respectively
%
% if sav= 1, then the say nom function is called to save the
m














ql 1 = 1 ./bodmgphi(n(1),n(1));
q 12 = 1./bodmgphi(n(1), n(2));
q21 = 1./bodmgphi(n(2), n(1));
q22 = 1./bodmgphi(n(2),n(2));
gamma 12 =ql l*q22/q12/q21;
L1 =gl(i)*ql 1;
q--q22*(1 +L1)/(1 +L1-gamma12);
nommag(i) = 20*log lO(abs(q));
nomphs(i) = 180*atan2(imag(q),real(q))/pi;
ifi>l
if nomphs(i) > nomphs(i-1) +300
nomphs(i) = nomphs(i)-360;
elseif nomphs(i) < nomphs(i- 1)-300




if nargin =- 7
if sav = = 1





TEMP2SEQ - Creates template data fries for second loop of sequential process
% This script file utilizes the function NOM2SEQ to determine
% the templates for the first loop of the sequential process.
% Be sure n is defined as the array of indeees indicating the
% order of the sequential loop process. Also, glnum and glden
% must be defined as the numerator and denominator coefficient
% vectors of the f'LrSt feedback compensator.
%
load model01m
w=[.3 .5 1 3 5 10 20 40 80];
[magl,phsl] =nom2seq(a,b,c,w,n,gl);
[rtr, nc] = size(mag 1);
ifnr == 1

















tmag = [tmag;mag 1 '];
tphs=[tphs;phsl'];
end






if m" == 1
tmag = [tmag;magl ];

























tmag = [tmag;mag 1];
tphs = [tphs;phs 1];
else
tmag = [tmag;mag I '];
tphs = [tphs;phs I '];
end










tmag = [tmag;mag 1 '];
tphs = [tphs;phs 1 '];
end





ext=[ 'q' int2str(n(2)) '2']
template(imax,tmag,tphs, 1,ext)
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DIST2SEQ - Creates the disturbance boundaries for the second loop of the sequential
process
% This script file utilizes the function DIST2 to determine
% the disturbance bounds for the first loop of the
% sequential process. Be sure to set n to the array of indices
% indicating the sequence of loop closure. TBNDS.MAT contains




w=[.3 .5 1 3 5 10 20 40 80];
[d2a,d2b,d2c] =dist2(a,b,c,w,n,t2,t3,t4,g 1 ,fl);







for j = 1 :max(size(w))
if d2a(i,j) < d2ap(i,j)
d2a(i,j) =d2ap(i,j);
end
if d2b(i,j) < d2bp(i,j)
d2b(i,j) =d2bp(i,j);
end









[d2ap,d2bp,d2cp] = dist2(a,b,c,w,n,t2,t3,t4,gl ,fl);
for i=1:4
for j = 1 :max(size(w))
if d2a(i,j) < d2ap(i,j)
d2a(i,j) =d2ap(i,j);
end
if d2b(i,j) < d2bp(i,j)
d2b(i,j) =d2bp(i,j);
end











for j = 1 :max(size(w))
if d2a(i,j) < d2ap(i,j)
d2a(i,j) =d2ap(i,j);
end















for j- 1 :max(size(w))

















for j = 1 :max(size(w))
if d2a(i,j) < d2ap(i,j)
d2a(i,j) =d2ap(i,j);
end
if d2b(i,j) < d2bp(i,j)
d2b(i,j) =d2bp(i,j);
end





savc tcmp w d2a d2b d2c n t2 t3 t4 gl fl
clear
load temp
dn2nl = [w' 20*loglO(d2a(1,:) +d2b(1,:) +d2c(1,:))'];
dn2n2= [w' 20*log10(d2a(2, :) +d2b(2, :) +d2c(2, :))'];
dn2n3 = [w' 20*loglO(d2a(3, :) +d2b(3, :) +d2c(3, :))'];
dn2n4 = [w' 20 *log 10(d2a(4, :) + d2b(4, :) + d2c(4, :))'];
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DIST2 - Calculates elements of the dismebance boundary for the second loop of the
sequential process
function [d2a,d2b,d2c] =dist2(a,b,c,w,n,t2,t3,t4,gl,fl)
% function [d2a,d2b,d2c] =dist2(a,b,c,w,n,t2,t3,t4,gl,fl)
%
% This fimction calculates the elements of the disturbance
% signal at the frequencies specified in w for the second
% loop of the sequence.
%
% a, b, and c are the state matrices such that
% x-dot = ax + bu
% y =cx
%
% w is the vector of frequencies at which the magnitude and phase
% are calculated
%
% n is the array of loop indeces indicating the order
% of the sequential process
%
% t2,t3, and t4 are the boundary matrices
%
% gl and fl are the feedback compensator and pref'tlters for the
% first loop of the sequence evaluated at the specified
% frequencies.
%
% d2a, d2b, and d2c are the components of the disturbance signal
% such that d2=d2a+d2b+d2c. DIST2SEQ will use this info


















d2at =ql 1*p13*p21/(1 +gl (i)*ql 1)-p23;
d2bt =ql l*p14*p21/(1 +gl(i)*ql 1)-p24;
d2ct-p2 l*gl (i)*ql 1/(1 + gl(i)*q 11);
d2a(:,i)=abs(d2at)*t3(:,i)./t2(:,i);




NOM3SEQ - Creates nominal plant data file for third loop of sequential process
function [nommag,nomphs] =nom3seq(a,b,c,w,n, gl,g2,sav)
% function [nommag,nomphs] = nora3 seq(a,b,c,w,n,g 1,g2, say)
%
% This function calculates the nominal plant magnitude and
% phase at the frequencies designated in w.
%
% a, b, and c are the state matrices such that
% x-dot = ax + bu
% y =cx
%
% w is the vector of frequencies at which the magnitude and phase
% are calculated
%
% n is the array of loop indeces indicating the order
% of the sequential process
%
% g l and g2 are the first two feedback compensators evaluated at
% the specified frequencies
%
% nommag and nomphs are the magnitude and phase vectors,
% respectively
%
% if sav = 1, then the say nom function is called to save the
m















ql 1 -- 1./bodmgphi(n(1),n(1));
q 12 = 1./bodmgphi(n(1), n(2));
q 13 = 1./bodmgphi(n(1), n(3));
q14 = 1./bodmgphi(n(1),n(4));
q21 - 1./bodmgphi(n(2), n(1));







gamma 12 =ql 1*q22/q12/q21;
gamma 13 =ql 1 *q33/q13/q31;
gamma23 = q22*q33/q23/q32;
mu2 = q21 *q33/q23/q31;
mu3 =q31*q22/q32/q21;
L1 = g l(i)*ql 1;
L2=g2(i)*q22;
zeta12 = (1 + L1)*(1 +L2)-gammal2;
Lain3 = gamma23*(1 +L1)+gammal3*(1 +L2)-(gammal2*mu2 +garnmal3*mu3);
q=q33*zeta12/(zeta12-Lam3);
nommag(i) = 20*log 10(abs(q));
nomphs(i) = 180*atan2(imag(q),real(q))/pi;
ifi>l
if nomphs (i) > nomphs (i- 1) + 3 O0
nomphs(i) = nomphs(i)-360;
elseif nomphs(i) < nomphs(i-1)-300




if nargin == 8
if sav = = 1





TEMP3SEQ - Creates template data files for third loop of sequential process
% This script t-de utilizes the function NOM3SEQ to determine
% the templates for the fLrSt loop of the sequential process.
% Be sure n isdefined as the array of indeccs indicatingthe
% order of the sequentialloop process. Also, gl and g2
% must be defined as the feedback compensators for the first
% two loops evaluatedat the specifiedfrequencies.
%
load model01m
w=[.3 .5 1 3 5 10 20 40 80];













[magl ,phs I] = nom3seq(a,b,c,w,n,g I ,g2);
[m',nc] =size(magi);
ifnr == 1
tmag - [tmag ;mag 1];
tphs= [tphs;phsl];
clsc
tmag = [tmag;mag I'];
tphs=[tphs;phsl'];
end


















[magl ,phs 1] =nom3seq(a,b,c,w,n,gl ,g2);
[rtr, nc] = size(mag 1);
ifnr == 1
tmag = [tmag ;mag 1];









[magl ,phs 1] = nom3seq(a,b,c,w,n,gl,g2);
[nr,nc] =size(magi);
ifnr == 1




tphs = [tphs;phs I '];
end


















ext=[ 'q' int2str(n(3)) '3' ]
template(imax,tmag,tphs, 1,ext)
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DIST3SEQ - Creates the disturbance boundaries for the third loop of the sequential
process
% This script file utilizes the function DIST3 to determine
% the disturbance bounds for the first loop of the
% sequential process. Be sure to set n to the array of indices
% indicating the sequence of loop closure. TBNDS.MAT contains




w=[.3 .5 1 3 5 10 20 40 80];
[d3a,d3b,d3c]= dist3(a,b,c,w,n,t3,t4,gI,fl,g2,f2);























[d3ap,d3bp,d3cp] = dist3 (a,b, c,w,n,t3 ,t4,g 1, fl ,g2, f2);
for i=1:4
for j = 1 :max(size(w))
if d3a(i,j) < d3ap(i,j)
d3a(i,j) =d3ap(i,j);
end
if d3b(i,j) < d3bp(i,j)
d3b(i,j) =d3bp(i,j);
end









[d3ap,d3bp,d3cp] = dist3(a,b,c,w,n,t3 ,t4,g 1,fl ,g2, f2);
for i=1:4
for j = 1 :max(size(w))
if d3a(i,j) < d3ap(i,j)
d3a(i,j) =d3ap(i,j);
end
if d3b(i,j) < d3bp(i,j)
d3b(i,j) =d3bp(i,j);
end









[d3ap,d3bp,d3cp] = dist3(a,b,c,w,n,t3,t4,gl,fl ,g2, f2);
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for i=1:4
for j = 1 :max(size(w))
if d3a(i,j) < d3ap(i,j)
d3a(i,j) =d3ap(i,j);
end
if d3b(i,j) < d3bp(i,j)
d3b(i,j) =d3bp(i,j);
end











for j = 1 :max(size(w))
if d3a(i,j) < d3ap(i,j)
d3a(i,j) =d3ap(i,j);
end
if d3b(i,j) < d3bp(i,j)
d3b(i,j) =d3bp(i,j);
end





save temp w d3a d3b d3c n
clear
load temp
dn3 n 1 = [w' 20 *log 10(d3a(1, :) + d3b(1, :) + d3c( 1, :))'];
dn3n2 = [w' 20*loglO(d3a(2, :) +d3b(2, :) +d3c(2, :))'];
dn3n3 = [w' 20*loglO(d3a(3, :) +d3b(3, :) +d3c(3, :))'];
dn3n4 = [w' 20*loglO(d3a(4, :) +d3b(4, :) +d3c(4, :))'];
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% This function calculates the elements of the disturbance
% signal at the frequencies specified in w for the second
% loop of the sequence.
%
% a, b, and c are the state matrices such that
% x-dot = ax+bu
% y =cx
%
% w is the vector of frequencies at which the magnitude and phase
% are calculated
%
% n is the array of loop indeces indicating the order
% of the sequential process
%
% t3 and t4 are the boundary matrices
%
% g 1, g2, fl and f2 are the feedback compensator and preftlters
% for the first two loops of the sequence evaluated at the
% specified frequencies.
%
% d3a, d3b, and d3c are the components of the disturbance signal
% such that d3=d3a+d3b+d3c. DIST3SEQ will use this info












qll =1.0 ! bodmgphi(n(1),n(1));
q12 = 1.0 / bodmgphi(n(1),n(2));
q13 = 1.0 / bodmgphi(n(1),n(3));















q34= 1.0 / bodmgphi(n(3),n(4));
gamma12 =ql 1 *q22/q 12/q21;
gamma 13 = ql 1*q33/q 13/q31;
gamma23 = q22*q33/q23/q32;
L1 = g l(i)*ql 1;
L2=g2(i)*q22;
zetal2 =(1 +L1)*(1 +L2)-gammal2;
eta1 = q22/q21/q32-(1 + L2)/q31;
eta2 =ql 1/q31/q12-(1 + L1)/q32;
beta4 = q21/q31/q24 + q12/q32/q14;
eps3 =ql 1"(1 +L2)/q31/q14 +q22"(1 +L1)/q32/q24- ...
zeta12/q34-gamma12*beta4;
d3ct =eps3/zetal2;
d3at =L1 *eta 1/zeta12;






NOM4SEQ - Creates nominal plant data file for fourth loop of sequential process
function [nommag,nomphs] =nom4seq(a,b,c,w,n, gl,g2,g3,sav)
% function [nommag,nomphs] = nom4seq(a,b,c,w,n,g 1 ,g2, g3, say)
%
% This function calculates the nominal plant magnitude and
% phase at the frequencies designated in w.
%
% a, b, and c are the state matrices such that
% x-dot = ax + bu
% y =cx
%
% w is the vector of frequencies at which the magnitude and phase
% are calculated
%
% n is the array of loop indeces indicating the order
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% of the sequential process
%
% g l, g2, and g3 are the first three feedback compensators
% evaluated at the specified frequencies
%
% nommag and nomphs are the magnitude and phase vectors,
% respectively
%
% if sav= 1, then the say nora function is called to save the




nommag = zeros(1 ,imax);
nomphs = zeros(1 ,imax);
for i= l:imax
omeg =w(i);






ql 1 = 1./bodmgphi(n(1),n(1));
q 12 = 1./bodmgphi(n(l), n(2));














gamma 12 =ql l*q22/q12/q21;
gamma 13 =ql l*q33Iql 3/q31;










zeta12-(1 +L1)*(1 + L2)-gamma12;
zeta13 -(1 + L1)*(1 + L3)-gamma 13;
zeta23 = (1 +L2)*(1 +L3)-gamma23;
Lmn3 = gamma23*(1 + L1) + gamma13*(1 + L2)-(gamma12*mu2 +gamma13*mu3);
Xi=(1 +L3)*zeta12-Lam3;






rho4 = rho41 + rho42 + rho43 + rho44 + rho45 + rho46;
nu 1 = q22 *q33 *q44/(q23 *q34 *q42) + q22*q33 *q44/(q24 *q32*q43);
nu2=q11*q33*q44/(q13*q34*q41)+q11*q33*q44/(q14*q31*q43);
nu3 =ql 1 *q22*q44/(q12*q24*q41) +ql 1*q22*q44/(q14*q21 *q42);
Lain41 = gamma34*zeta12 +gamma24*zetal 3 +gamma14*zeta23;
l.am42 = (1 +L1)*nul +(1 +L2)*nu2 +(1 +L3)*nu3;





if nomplas(i) > nomphs(i-1) +300
nomphs(i) = nomphs(i)-360;
elseif nomphs(i) < nomphs(i-1)-300




if nargin = = 9
if sav= = 1





TEMP4SEQ - Createstemplate data fries for fourth loop of sequential process
% This script frie utilizes the function NOM4SEQ to determine
% the templates for the fast loop of the sequential process.
% Be sure n is defined as the array of indeces indicating the
% order of the sequential loop process. Also, gl, g2, and g3
% must be def'med as the feedback compensators for the fast
% three loops evaluated at the specified frequencies.
%
load model01m
w=[.3 .5 1 3 5 10 20 40 80];
[mag 1,phsl] = nom4seq(a,b,c,w,n,gl ,g2,g3);
[nr,nc] =size(magi);
ifnr == 1
tmag = mag 1;
tphs =phs 1;
else
tmag = mag 1';
tphs=phsl';
end




[magi ,phsl] = nom4seq(a,b,c,w,n,gl ,g2,g3);
[nr,nc] = size(magi);
ifnr == 1
tmag = [tmag;mag 1];
tphs = [tphs;phs 1];
else
tmag = [tmag;mag 1 '];
tphs = [tphs;phsl'];
end




[magl ,phsl] = nom4seq(a,b,c,w,n, gl,g2,g3);
[nr,nc] =size(magi);
ifnr == 1
tmag = [tmag;mag 1];
tphs = [tphs;phsl];
else














tmag - [tmag;mag I '];
tphs= [tphs;phs 1'];
end








tphs = [tphs;phs 1];
else
tmag = [tmag;mag 1'];
tphs = [tphs;phsl'];
end




[magl ,phs 1] = nom4seq(a,b,c,w,n,g 1,g2,g3);
[nr,nc] =size(magi);
ifnr == 1
tmag = [tmag; mag 1];
tphs = [tphs;phsl];
else
tmag = [tmag;mag 1'];
tphs= [tphs;phsl'];
end





ext= [ 'q' int2str(n(4)) '4' ]
template(imax,tmag,tphs, l,ex0
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DIST4SEQ - Creates the disturbance boundaries for the fourth loop of the sequential
process
% This script file utilizes the function DIST4 to determine
% the disturbance bounds for the first loop of the
% sequential process. Be sure to set n to the array of indices
% indicating the sequence of loop closure. TBNDS.MAT contains




w=[.3 .5 1 3 5 10 20 40 80];
[d4a,d4b,d4c] = dist4(a,b,c,w,n,t4,g 1,fl ,g2, f2,g3,f3);




[d4ap, d4bp,d4cp] = dist4(a,b,c,w, n,t4, g 1 ,fl ,g2, f2,g3 ,f3);
for i=1:4
for j = 1 :max(size(w))
if d4a(i,j) < d4ap(i,j)
d4a(i,j) =d4ap(i,j);
end
if d4b(i,j) < d4bp(i,j)
d4b(i,j) =d4bp(i,j);
end











for j = 1 :max(size(w))
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if d4a(id) < d4ap(ij)
d4a(ij) =d4ap(ij);
end
if d4b(i,j) < d4bp(i,j)
d4b(i,j) =d4bp(i,j);
end









[d4ap,d4bp,d4cp] =dist4(a,b,c,w,n, t4,g I ,fl,g2,f2,g3,f3);
for i=1:4
for j = I :max(size(w))
if d4a(i,j) < d4ap(i,j)
d4a(i,j) =d4ap(i,j);
end
if d4b(i,j) < d4bp(i,j)
d4b(i,j) = d4bp(i,j);
end









[d4ap, d4bp,d4cp] = dist4(a,b,c,w,n,t4,gl ,fl ,g2,f2,g3,f3);
for i=1:4
for j = 1:max(size(w))
if d4a(i,j) < d4ap(i,j)
d4a(i,j) =d4ap(i,j);
end
if d4b(i,j) < d4bp(i,j)
d4b(i,j) =d4bp(i,j);
end










[d4ap,d4bp,d4cp] =dist4(a,b,c,w,n,t4,gl ,fl ,g2, f2,g3 ,f3);
for i= 1:4
for j = 1 :max(size(w))
if d4a(i,j) < d4ap(i,j)
d4a(i,j) =d4ap(i,j);
end
if d4b(i,j) < d4bp(i,j)
d4b(i,j) =d4bp(i,j);
end





save temp w d4a d4b d4c n
clear
load temp
d41 = (d4a(1, :) +d4b(1, :) +d4c(1, :))';
d42 = (d4a(2, :) + d4b(2, :) + d4c(2, :))';
d43 = (d4a(3, :) + d4b(3, :) + d4c(3, :))';
d44 = (d4a(4, :) + d4b(4, :) + d4c(4, :))';
imax =max(size(w));
for i= l:imax
if d41(i) > .00001
Id41 (i, 1) = 20 *log 10(d41 (i));
else
ld41 (i, 1) =-100.;
end
if d42(i) > .00001




if d43(i) > .00001











dn4n2 = [w' ld42];
dn4n3 = [w' ld43];
dn4n4 = [w' ld44];
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DIST4 - Calculates elements of the distuebance boundary for the fourth loop of the
sequential process
function [d4a,d4b,d4c] =dist4(a,b,c,w,n,t4,gl,fl,g2,f2,g3,f3)
% function [d4a,d4b,d4c] =dist4(a,b,c,w,n, t4,gl,fl,g2,f2,g3,f3)
%
% This function calculates the elements of the disturbance
% signal at the frequencies specified in w for the second
% loop of the sequence.
%
% a, b, and c are the state matrices such that
% x-dot = ax + bu
% y =cx
%
% w is the vector of frequencies at which the magnitude and phase
% are calculated
%
% n is the array of loop indeces indicating the order
% of the sequential process
%
% t3 and t4 are the boundary matrices
%
% gl, g2, g3, fl, f2 and f3 axe the feedback compensator and
% prefilters for the first three loops of the sequence
% evaluated at the specified frequencies.
%
% d4a, d4b, and d4c axe the components of the disturbance signal
% such that d4=d4a+d4b+d4c. DIST4SEQ will use this info













ql 1 = 1 ./bodmgphi(n(1),n(1));
q 12 = 1./bodmgphi(n(1), n(2));
q13 = 1./bodmgphi(n(1),n(3));






q32 = 1./bodmgphi(n(3), n(2));
q33 = 1./bodmgphi(n(3),n(3));
q34 = 1./bodmgphi(n(3),n(4));










mu2 = q2 l*q33/q23/q31;




zetal2 =(1 +L1)*(1 +L2)-gammal2;
zetal3 =(1 +L1)*(1 +L3)-gammal3;
zeta23 = (1 + L2)*(1 + L3)-gamma23;
Lam3 = gamma23*(1 +L1)+gammal3*(1 +L2)-(gammal2*mu2 +gammal3*mu3);
Xi=(1 +L3)*zetal2-I.,am3;
lambl 1 =-zeta23/q41;
lamb 12 = (q22/q21 * ( 1 + L3) -q22*q33/q23/q31)/q42;
lamb 13 = (q33/q31 *(1 + L2)-q22*q33/q21/q32)/q43;
lamb1= lamb 11 + lamb 12 + lamb13;
lamb21 = (ql 1/q 12"(1 + L3)-ql 1*q22/q12/q23)/q41;
lamb22 =-zeta13/q42;
lamb23 = (q33/q31 *(1 + L1)-ql 1 *q33/q12/q31 )/q43;
lamb2 = lamb21 + lamb22 + lamb23;
lamb31 =(ql 1/q13"(1 + L2)-ql 1 *q22/q12/q23)/q41;
lamb32=(q22/q23*(1+L1)-q11*q22/q13/q21)/q42;
lamb33 =-zcta12/q43;





d4b(:, i) = abs(d4bt*f2(:, i))./t4(:, i);
d4c(: ,i) =abs(d4ct*f3(: ,i))./t4(: ,i);
end
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SEQ_BNDS - Creates boundary matrix for Sequential Loop Closure
% seq_bnds is an M-file that takes the boundary information in TBNDINFO.MAT
% and creates the boundary matrices tl, t2, t3, and t4 for use in the
% sequential loop closure process, n must be defmexi as the array indicating







t 1 = [tbnd info(ind 1 + n(1), :) ;tbnd_info(ind 1 + n(2), :); ...
tbnd_info(ind 1 + n(3), :) ;tbnd_info(ind I + n(4), :)];
t2 = [tbnd_info(ind2 + n(1), :);tbnd_info(ind2 + n(2), :); ...
tbnd_info(ind2 + n(3), :);tbnd_info(ind2 + n(4), :)];
t3 = [tbnd_info(ind3 + n(1), :);tbnd_info(ind3 + n(2), :); ...
tbnd info(ind3 + n(3), :) ;tbnd_info(ind3 + n(4),: )];
t4 = [tbnd_info(ind4 + n(1), :);tbnd_info(ind4 + n(2), :); ...
tbnd_info(ind4 + n(3),: ) ;tbnd_info(ind4 + n(4),: )];
save tbnds t l t2 t3 t4




% This is a shortenedmodificationof the Golubevprogram
% (Golubev,B., andI. Horowitz, PlantRationalTransferFunction
% Approximation from Input-OutputData, Int. J. Control, vol. 36,
% 1982, 711-23). Given input(t), output(t) sequences,it givesa
% rational function approximation, H(s)=num(s)/den(s), such that
% OUT(s) =H(s)IN(s).
%
% degn, degd: Degree of the numerator and denominator
% in, out: Input and output time series
% stepsz: Time step between samples of in and out
% imp: If imp < > 0, ignore input and use impulse input
if ((size(in) - = size(out)) - = [0 0]) .* (imp= =0),





if (roworcol == 1)
out = out ';
in=in';
end
% fred the integral of x"(-n) of t
mx=degn+degd+ 1;
if imp = = 0
integrals(degd + 1, :) = in;
for k-degd:-l: 1
integrals(k, :) = ftt'mt(stepsz,integrals(k + 1, :));
end
end
% find integrals y^(-n) of t
integrals(rex + 1, :) = out;
for k=mx:-l:degn+2
integrals(k, :) = fff'mt(stepsz,integrals(k+ 1, :));
end
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% if using impulse input, fred integral x^(-n) of t









integrals(k, 1 :npoint) - [0: stepsz: stepsz *(npoint- 1)]. ^(1)/vk(1 + l);
end
end
% load the A and b matrices to do the least squares fit
A=0;
b=0;
for k= 1 :rex
b(k) = sum(integrals(rex + 1, :). *integrals(k, :));
for l=k:mx




% solve Ax =b & check condition of A
rcon=rcond(A);
c = A\b';
num =c(degn+ 1 :-1:1)';
den= [1 ;-c(mx:-1 :degn+ 2)]';
t = 0:stepsz:(N- 1)*stepsz;
if imp -=0
disp('Sorry, no impulse function in Student Version');




if size(out) - -- size(t)
out = out';
end







%err =sqrt(sum((integrals(mx + 1, :) - ...
% sum((c(l:mx)*ones(1,npoint)) ...
% .* integrals(l: rex, :)))."2)/(npoint-mx));
return
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FTFINT - Trapazoidal integration routine
function [sx] = ftf'mt(stepsz,x)
% Trapazoidal integration routine, integrating x * sx.
% Used in the gobulev function.
sx=([0 x] +[x 0])*stepsz/2;
sx(1) =0;
sx = cumsum(sx(1 :max(size(x))));
WARP - Use with GOLUBEV to improve results
function out=warp(in,0;
% For use in the golubev function. May improve results.




CAD FIGURES FOR DESIGN 1
These figures are captured screen images from the QFT-CAD software
package. As a result, the Nichols chart figures (Figs. C-1 thru C-16) are difficult to
decipher. The ordinate on these plots is the open loop magnitude in decibels (rib) and
the abscissa is open loop phase in degrees. On a color VGA display, the lines denoting
the M-circles, the performance and stability boundaries, and the nominal loop
tmmmission are much more easily distinguishable than in these black-and-white figures.
Offered here is a discription of the features in the figures as a means of facilitating the
reader's interpretation thereof.
M-Circles - The M-Circles appear with digital identification markings on the left hand
side of the figure. In the center of the figure, they appear as concentric
ellipses, the largest labelled 0.0 db. The M-Circles of magnitude less than 0
db do not enclose the (0 db, -180 deg) point, but fan out to both sides of the
figure and are, again, labelled on the left side.
Performance/Stability Bounds - The performance bounds as lines extending from one
edge of the figure to the other, and the frequency corresponding to each
bound is indicated on the right hand side of the figure. In cases where the
2O4
performancebound extends below the lower limit of the displayed open loop
magnitude, the frequency label is located on the bottom edge of the plot. The
stability bounds encircle the (0 db, -180 deg) point in the figures. As with the
performance boundaries, the frequencies associated with these boundaries is
indicated on the right hand side.
Nominal Loop Transmission - The nominal loop transmission is represented in the
figures as a line broken up by intermittent frequency labels. Sometimes, the
line is not continuous on the plot. This is either because of an abrupt phase
shift caused by a pair of lightly-damped poles or zeros or because of the
"phase-wrap" feature of QFT-CAD. The nominal loop transmission phase is
presented between 0" and -360", so that if phase passes above 0" or below -
360", 360" is added or subtracted to keep the presented phase between the
those limits. Figure C-1 demonstrates both of these occurances in the
nominal loop transmission of the roll response loop. There exists in the
nominal plant dynamic model a very lightly damped pair of zeros between
0.3 rad/sec and 0.5 rad/sec accounting for the discontinuity of the nominal
loop transmission. Also, below 0.3 rad/sec, the phase drops below -360" and





















CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Roll




Figure C-3 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Roll




CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Deszgn for Roll



















CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Pitch













Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design tor Pitch
Response to Pitch Command
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Figure C-7 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Pitch

















CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Pitch



























CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Vertical






















CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Vertical
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CAD Drawing of Feedback CompensatorDesign for Yaw Rate










































CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Yaw Rate





CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Yaw Ram







Figure C-17 CAD Drawing of Pr, f'flter Design for Roll
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Figure C-18 CAD Drawing of Prefflter Design for Pitch
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Figure C-19 CAD Drawing of Pref'dter Design for Vertical Velocity
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Figure C-20 CAD Drawing of Prefilter Design for Yaw Rate
Response to Yaw Rate Command
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APPENDIX D
RESULTS - DESIGN 1
Presented in this Appendix are the time histories resulting from the
application, as depicted in Fig. 4.15, of the flight control system designed as described
in Chapter 4 to each of the six (6) linearized helicopter models which comprised the set
of possible plant dynamic models, P. Unit step inputs were applied to each of the
controller inputs in succession with the following results.
Each solid line represents the response of one of the linearized models to the
controller input. In Figs. D-l, D-6, D-11, and D-16, the performance boundary step
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Figure D-15 Yaw Rate Response to a Unit Step to Vertical Velocity Command
Time (8oc)
Figure D-16 Yaw Rate Response to a Unit Step to Yaw Rate Command
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APPENDIX E
CAD FIGURES FOR SEQUENTIAL LOOP CLOSURE DESIGN
As with Appendix C, these figures are captured screen images from the QFT-
CAD software package. As a result, the Nichols chart figures (Figs. E-1 thru E-16) are
difficult to decipher. The ordinate on these plots is the open loop magnitude in decibels
(db) and the abscissa is open loop phase in degrees. On a color VGA display, the lines
denoting the M-circles, the performance and stability boundaries, and the nominal loop
transmission are much more easily distinguishable than in these black-and-white figures.
Please refer to Appendix C for a description of the features of these figures.
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Figure E-1 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Roll
Response to Roll Command
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Figure E-2 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator De.signfor RoU
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Figure E-3 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Roll




CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Roll
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Figure E-5 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Pitch
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Figure E-6 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Pitch
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Figure E-7 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Pitch
Response to Vertical Velocity Command
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Figure E-8 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Pitch
Response to Yaw Rate Command
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Figure E-9 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Vertical




CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Vertical
Velocity Response to Pitch Command
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Figure E-11 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Vertical Velocity
Response to Vertical Velocity Command
-3800 -240.0 -120.0 0.0
Figure E-12 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Vertical
Velocity Response to Yaw Rate Command
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Figure E-13 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Yaw Rate
Response to Roll Command
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Figure E-14 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Yaw Rate








































Figure E-15 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Yaw Rate



















Figure E-16 CAD Drawing of Feedback Compensator Design for Yaw Rate
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Figure E-17 CAD Drawing of Prefilter Design for Roll





Figure E-18 CAD Drawing of Pref'dter Design for Pitch
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Figure E-19 CAD Drawing of Prefilter Design for Vertical Velocity
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Figure E-20 CAD Drawing of Prefflter Design for Yaw Rate
Response to Yaw Rate Command
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APPENDIX F
RESULTS - SEQUENTIAL LOOP CLOSURE DESIGN
Presented in this Appendix are the time histories resulting from the
application, as depicted in Fig. 4.15, of the flight control system designed the sequential
loop closure technique described in Chapter 5 to each of the six (6) linearized helicopter
models which comprised the set of possible plant dynamic models, P. Unit step inputs
were applied to each of the controller inputs in succession with the following results.
Each solid line represents the response of one of the linearized models to the
controller input. In Figs. F-l, F-6, F-11, and F-16, the performance boundary step
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Figure F-5 Pitch Attitude Response to a Unit Step to Roll Attitude Command
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Figure F-10 Vertical Velocity Response to a Unit Step to Pitch Attitude Command
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Figure F-15 Yaw Rate Response to a Unit Step to Vertical Velocity Command
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Figure F-16 Yaw Rate Response to a Unit Step to Yaw Rate Command
